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4The lluiyersily (il Iowa is is Tidell known for Its old and prestigious

Ora live iA'ritors 101kshol), bin only a limited mutt) Of iwople are
await.' that there is another equally vital, wall established tradilion in
%Ailing at .lowa: the Writing Lab, stow over fifty years old an still
going strong. l.ot nearly twenty years Lott Kelly, the !nese'', di eia,
has teen "ple)vokilig"(om; of her firvorile words) students atut'icaullers
alike In On. Iowa Viiling I Alin) engage ihnothing less than mutually
transforming dialogue through tyriting. It was shs who tipight the
duet! of irs dial reading is

.

.1 self-involsing experience. Indeed, you are not initially reading
unless your mind is interacting with the information and ideal,
iipresented on the printed page. As.yout ryes hike itj the (nulled
words, as the voice Of the writer reaches your ears, you must
respond. If you don't, the loading is a boring monologue, just as

«msersalion is when somebody drones on after ilverybody.e(se
has slopped listening. Ain when. your mind tesponds Io what
you're seeing and heating, reading bet iines an exc icing dialogue
with the wiiitt, an en«iiimet with the voice of atiothei human- 0
being. (Lou Kelly, unpublished itivirtition-lo-write, thiiveisity of
Iowa %Viking I .ali)

'As mem bets of I Aulbs Tea( hind; in a Writing Lab Prat lit ion, we fill,
lemiled ht, Ce;u1 out sludents-wi 'ling in this way. In came nalmally
because. dial Way I.1111 lead Our %Tiling. lint this is also the
tva).- .slic des( rites arty good t riiical wade! 's eat itintet a dill it tilt
text. It ha', het rime Jilt. basis Of a series of writing-abotit-reading
imitations gisvrn all Iowa 'Wining Lab students to help them use their
lull l'ingnistn. expel ien«. to 1)(14)111(.1mm. pcfceplive, analytical readers.

° 1)1 drehookS in the.uniyeiSily ((muses..
andW e g ratefully at knowledge out dein IN Lou lot both the theory am!

fundamental approach 0110111110g 111C WOlk demribe here. Study,
one incasme of the in ()found insight she has passed On lo !IS is 110W
we have found her mcdiodApplii ablts to divcrsi. t iri untshaurrr, ciriimi-
slan«.s dim have deepened out undetstanding of how and why iI
%souks.. Iiul we are also indebted to Lou for 1)(4ply:111611g to us-a sense
()I res.pe(t lot IIn complexity of the task of leaching inexperienced

I
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writes, Irn the Iliorongliiveit takes to nndeistand their individual
problems, and for the responsibility entailed to commutzicate.to others
the results of what we learn from our teaching. As teachers in the
Writing Lab, we are amused that every ti0.01lC11 ill the start of the fall
semester, a new Master of Fine Arts student, an a 'ring young poet

for novelist just arrived in town to attend t e CreatiVe Writers ..
Workshop. Wanders into our Writing Lab. Apparently the 11:111A'S

- workshop and lab are nearly synonymous to some people. It lakes
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1 A Theoretical Context

Jan Co!

.

41"Our introduction to tea.chilig reading came in-the University of Iowa
Writing Lab, Acre anyone in the university who wants to.inipriive
his or her writing can get individualized instruction. Our school also
has a Reading Lab, but irithe Writing Lab we sometimes deal *ith
our students' reading skills because so much of what they write
elsewhek in the university dep&ids on theiF ability to comprehend
difficult books.-Every day,, we see fresturien baffled by the essays in
their readers or sophomores looking for the."deep hidden meaning"
in the "great literature" they:ye been assigned or even. graduate
students wading. through inscrutable professional articles. 'Their
teachers come to us. to ask how persons so lacking in writing "skills"
«mld ever have been promoted from a high school or a freshman
composition program or .art undergraduate curriculum. We ask these
students to write for us ajth they read a britf, infdrmal statement that
assure them were there to listen to what they saf in their writing,
not to pass out grammar exercises. At this point some of their prob.
ions disappear. They don't make as many mechanical errors becauie
they aren't 'trying to use unfamiliar _vocabulary. When they tell us
at nu things they understand well, their writing naturally shapes itself
into recognizable forms because they can spare sonic energy to respond
to the rhetorical context. Nett th'e minute they return to writing about
difficult reading, all the (Ad problems reappear. Their main problem
is reading, not writing. .

Its not tii1t they can't' read at all, although occasionally we see a
student who can read very little, When students first come to us, we
give them somwhing to read to get-them Started writingan "invitk-
lion" to help them find an authentic purpose for, what they write.
Most students have no- trouble understanding this reading. But when
they- turn to longer, more complex discourse that has not beerkc".are-
luny written with them ih mind, their understanding'of what they are
reading Falters and (hi* writing immediately suffers as a result.
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Observig Otis implicit over and oveiiitgain in the %Writing 1:0), we.
.11Ave developed cert ain assiimptions «mist.t.piently:tcriaain goals

. in tutu teaching of reading, as well alt; in our,leaelting of writing.
The following 'essays hest ribe three applications of xvhat Weve

'learned, about teaching reading. In Chapter 2 Eliiitbeth Robertsn
i.recoutrts her woLk with it bash writing student wito was so inexpert-
ern ed a reader that even rereading his own wining gave !lima' (ruble.
In ;111 indiVnlitalited leading 011151 that (awfully balanced familiar
.and unfamiliar material, hits student win, able to experience
inwoh,ang reading for the first time, as his c ontimions wrilinggave

'k him and his tea( ict it constant iteedittm Iui exploiing ins ttiottglts
about xhat he lead. Itic k Eans explains in Chatkii 3 how he itilitQ.hed
it similar approarli in a c lass of twenty-two bushman English students.
Ity Imusing'thcir,attentiotyp a single bok, t M. l'irsig's
(11(1..11w .1 yi of / Intorcy(Ir ill riterutrice, rather than assigning readings'
in .1 0,..pti .11 fresil.m.ut anthology, Rick was able to !telt) his students
defulo then ethical reading and analytical wining abilities' as he
responded to their reactions to the book in their journal writing..

sFinally, in Chapkr 1 I discuss how I have.ipplred the same iriroach
in sophomore litetanti44 cbtsses, where my st mien Is' .writing about
leading In(' (o - take pat( in kir anilipts to km elistand tlw

.

assigned texts at every stage of their leading.

Defining Reading'

In winking with students on an individual in gum!) basis, we've found
'that we must begin with, a definition of te,iding 111,1 transcends the

.

mete-yin abut:try -rei.ogut non or ((At recall lila( ate obje(lives of.
many reading luso tit lion programs. We do not think of reading as
only Jlisi reit. "skills,- in the «minion use of that wind. %Vin;t1 pih-
tit tarts Zan' lot a return to "bast( reading skills it pulic school
lassitu'uns, thly ate usually reletring to reading' speed of supetin ial

ripe( of reading that ate eas1.4 tt) intasure but_
*nth; a small Hagar of what. a good reader does. Instead, if We are tit'
think of trading as a skill; we pt,gler.Michael Polanyi's comparison of
skills to "probes'; or "tools,- instritaieuts thiough, whit h extend
our 'tat iI awareness" of the wink] around its by exploting, testing,
ajol dis«tveting, l'olanyi thinks that 5(1(41 a skill literally becomes a

pail of the person using.it, ultimately t Ranging that persop, becanse

to vise language in sneet11, trading and Witting, is to. eX4'elld0111
hoiltly ettitipmnt and Ite«mte intelligent human beings. Wi..irtay
say that when wrlealit to use langilage, 01 a ntobc, or a tool, and

8
!



rl Thetoetuyii Context 3

thus wake ourselves aware of these things as we arcof our body,
we intertorsze these things :hut nake ourselves dwell in them. Such
Ixtrusins of muselvesdevelop new far trines in os; our whole
ethu atom operates in this way; as each of us- .interiothes. our
( ultural' heritage, he (05 pej grows into a person seeing the. world
and experjern ins; terms of this outlok.'

This is what we think good critical reading isan exRerience as real
and altering-as any other experience. Perhaps it is handier to call it an
a b (ay rather than a skill, since the word ability impliel the More
extensive nature of what it enables a person to do Bin we think critical
reading is an acquired ability that canrand shotildbe the goal of
any class that gees students the opportunity to read.

A

Learner-Teacher 'Dialogues

We have found that we lust help Our students Arvelop if p ability ro
lead by participating in theif- reading experience through our

4-
'responses to their writing: As our students- begin reading a difficult
text, we ask them to "talk on paper...about it as soon as they finish

i
.

re.acling. Often they break up what they read. into manag6ble
"chunks" and write after rich reading yession. We'call these accum-
ulated writings their "reading journal.... We 'make it cleat` that itj
leading the journal we win be looking for their expi)oration of ideas,
not lot "correctness" of any surf. The journal is their opportunity. to
'tell us what their immediate rear lions aretheir pleasures, confusions,

questions, of disagreements -with;what they've read. We respond to the
journals primarily by asking further twestions that encourage students ..

to lot-ate exit tly what'in the text stimulates then reactions and to
Identify the wider sigtific-arices of their observations. Through the
journals we tri to build dialtigues'with out students aixut what they
tract---"ciniver sations..: that have the added benefit of helping us to
gauge unite a« 'irately our use of elaSs limo Gtr our students' needs.
We've ut that these early exploratory writing about reading .-
itsually help studemsto shape their reactions into more traditional
at adc:mn forms and encourage even-rnope carefully analyzed responses,

to reading/ But we elotel just .as.sign'"essay topics" and exp.( t to set
finished produtts.Wl. hell.) students look through their'journals to
find pi omiSinl,itleas wot th Pursuing; then we suggest ways in which

thc'y 0;n expand then journal elm tes by ptoviding more doc umenta-
non from the text and by I tirthw considering the iniplications of their
obseri.ations. Thus thy turn their written dialogues with us about

IGteir reading into well-developed papers that wotild be acceprabje to

any college teas her.

. 171
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.1he beat4 hi this approach thatworks f6r students, with a'
wide range if reading abilitiesLqlot thoynost itexperienced entering
freshmen tiyadvanced gradaate Auden 4y-the fall range of English-..
as-a-second-language pupils. I hav& used itin an,introductory litera-
turecourse; a wphomoie American Lives class, and even a 'graduate:-

and itrWrgraduatelevel tpursecGyarOmar and Style, in which students
4ad to giye concentrated. reafrigS 6f single-sentences-We think such
ati;pproach could be ada0t d 'fbrany course that requires students to
read hallenitig Material.'.

.

°ThLA approach is fleXible`iMough `to accommodate such a range. of
stuaelits because it takes Mtn kcotint fundamental processes-of learn-
ink that human-1;611gs undergo friim the moment they are f1ist aware
of the world. We think tharstudivits accomplish .profound learning
by'integrating new rptimriedces with their storeof past lwents. A person
looks through; George_ Kelly, puts it, "transparent patterns or'.

Aenlplates 'Which he [or she] creates and then attempts to fit over the.
realities of which -the world is composed." Kelly calls these patterns,
or-'ways_of constructing the work l," constructs and ofiserves that a
person. 'seeks to improve, his [or her] constructs by inereasimihis [or.
ltet repertory, by altering' tkietn. to provide better fits, and by -sub-.
suming them- with stqx.rOrdinate constructs or systems." 2 Frank Smith
says this "theory" that "fills our minds" is "our personal theory of
the world, the summary of past experience," and claims it is ."the
arena of all our thought." Smith' feels any sort of comprehension is
the answering of questions created_ by; the predictions made according
to our past experiences, our "theory of the world."' ...-

This process happens a nondxr_of.different ?Awls in a person's
reading. We recognize letters by categorizing the visual shapes that we

Pot Cooper'

feared to ideirtify as the. alphabet. Our understanding of vo-
cabulary deixnds on previously built Semantic" classifications and a
complex sense of Syntactic relatiOnsiip4 Simultaneously, while we're .

noting ihese minute details 4-graphics and grammar, we're also.
atteilding% to the broad- images and concepts u/e .encountei, the various.
explicit and implicit streams til ideas in a text. Kenneth Goodman's
4ctie systeins" smlingly., what's invylvedin,.this process: in .readink,
x ogle deptind on (I) the recordvr strategies they know; .(2) their past.
lairguage ..experience,.knowledge of the !structUre, intonation, and
vocabulary of the language; (3) their.general experiential background: .

and (.1) 1 heir general conceptual background.' ;No one's tneniOry-r-
short-ternt or long-termis sufficientty itself to pill!, together these

Oinuitimeotis awarettesses into the single act we know as
reading. It g our constructs, our theory pf are world, that enable .us tia

. .
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do so much at (me time.. Aejually, are not doling so very mgch; we
use what we already knOw to,predict and therefore 10 attend to only
the details that are crucial, .

. .

ii. Many.students, however,- have nothad.stifficient readin experience
to develop`t his ability to:seleit and predict what is most i 1port;iiit to .

retain-as they read. By askink-them to- keepleading journa4, we are,
ying ki get. st talents ,into the habit of looking for inectic nons:be,tween .

what they already know and. what they. must learn. In Juirj Piaget's
terms, we create a need.; thai results in an "activi.tY" that they
gradually "internalize,".eventitally leading them to furth r', cognitive.
development. Although Pjaket is most coneernra with tfie Mental
growth of children, 1u. .observes that

1

From a luirdamental point.of view, i.e., if we take into cot Sidera-
lion die .general motives Qf behavior and thought; tl re are

.. constant hull tion:S common: to all ages. At all levels of c Evelop:
wilt, action. presupposes a precipitating factor: a physii logical;
affective, or iniellectuaJ need. (In the latter case, the need ippear!:
in the guise of a question or problems.) At all levels, dinuiligence
seeks to understand orto explain.5

. . , .

Through .inir dialogues with 15t_ndents7 iii lheii reading jobnials, we
attempt

nal' need. to explore a text. DaVid Olsor attid Jerortie
Ittempt to give them just the right question or prbblem tb encourage.

: !twit' f
- Bruner -have.commented that it is .

enormously to. lAiiiget."s credij tb have insisted and-demOnstrated
that the:structure Of. any ability must be eoneeptualiztjd'in 'some.
major part in terms nVinternaliteq ,ictiviiy." Activaiesprie carries
our in the physical world . : come to be inteenalize«it carried
out entally.4 .

..
. I. .

. his is what we' 'see happening for our students as The continue to
write about their reading. They:begin to ask themselves 'the questions
,we might previously have pointed opt.:-.chey*islowly start :to .develop
the reflective state of mind of a good critical reader. . .

In order to givq/4tir students the chance to explore fully, their
responses to reading in this way., we have' to be willing to adopt several
roles at 9ifferent stages'in Their reading. We can't jut assign -a book,
torte a class.disCussion of the text. and collect essays 10 be graded.
We haw; to be willing to enter into students' experience of the text at.
as early a -.stage as, possible., Their writing gives us-, a marvelous

., opportunity. to do sobut only if we' establish ourselves as what James
Britton and the London Re earth Team would -call a teacher-as
trusted-adult and invite our students to engage ity learner-teicher
diakigue with us about their reading.? They must' feel free..to show Us

4 .
. ...

a
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their earliest questions, doulits, confusions; and speculations.what
-they think, of as their "messy" ideas. Only when we're allowed to
obsertit these reactions can we accurately delermitte how niuch of dicer
reading they've understood and where the likeliest avenues of 'further
understanding may lie..Iti such a dialogue, Our questions help students
more than our judgments .01 even our authoritative directions for
correctint something. Lifer, as they become increasingly familiar with
what they've, read, we can become increasingly challenging
comments. We. can engage them in learner-teacher dialogues that do
not mk'rely support their first tentative incorporations of what they've
read but that also provoke new' combinations of ideas and new
comparisons' ith ongoing experiences in their lives. We can en-
couragi. them .rater into what Britton et al., would recognize as a
"pupillo-teacher, articular relationship.". Eventually a time for
evaluation does corm, t least in an stitution like ours, where final
grades ale required. But by that time students are ready for an in-
Inrmedijudgment of eikactly how much thi..y have accomplished..

Designing Reading Exiierjences

ti
The three of us IMVe also found'that a large part of our responsibility

it) for our students' reading bugins before they ever buy' their booksL-it
starts as we select what they will read. We find ourselves depensling '

on a couple of related principles when we select materials: We look
. 'lot reading that will offer our students some immediate opportunity

for making connections betwee 'it past and their books. But we
also look ,for reading that will ca y students beyond their own lives.
We agree with Adrienne Rich's observation that

the college anthology, in general, akininboa, with its exhaustive
and painfully literal notes, ditectives, questions., and "gifiliges Jot
.study," is like a TV showineof a film cut, choOped up, and
interspersed with commercials: a flagrant mutilation by nmss
tee hnological culture."

We want our students to read -wholebooks, to experience the richness
and depth of the whole journey with a, writer, even in a, freshman
«mtposition class., They. need to develop the ability to .sustani the
proAess of predicting and oniprehending over a lengthy pie e of dis-
course. When out students are very inexpet lowed readersthose who
nave somehow made kaki college without ever ktviwing what it Feels
'ke to be absorlx'd in a book- --then it's important)hat there be some-

-. ling in the bo)k that they can recOgnize. This does not, however,-
. ,
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mean that. one sheitdd assign black &Indent's .onN Afro-American
literVeire or science majors only,1 scientific works or. women only
writings by Women apt hors. Ih.a perverse moOd- I began an American
literature course with Anne Bradstreet's poetry, expecting hehave to
work N'ery hard to help my. modern Iowan sophomores read through
her seventeenth-century spellings and devout religious senigijells. It

mined .oin that I underestithated lath my Ittilents and MiStress-
Biadoreet\ My students iminediately recognite41 Bradstreers love of
hei family and her personal struggles of faith, 'for they are
members .of closely knit laAgt families with sarong religious beliefs:
They `iti,ere (mind of Atemsetts for_ being able to appreciate. this
Purilitti poet inn'. its a" testaV.were mort: willing to inPj to make
comirlions with ot hic! milers less like themselves. '

It just this kind of Leceptiveness to new reading experiences that
is one or our major goals for ma students. We want them to adopt for
then difficult 'reading wit.), Jerome Brinier calls "the.,will lo
Whit hi is -ail inn ItAic motive, one that .ands both its source and
!maid in its own exercik. .1he basis _for this will to learn. according
to Buttner, is a -cut iosity, a l.desi it' for .compevn e. aspiration to
emulate a tnodel, and .a deeP-sensed commitMent to the web of
rekiro( ity.""BYencoinaging our students to get in the habit of
lookimg ha connections between themselves and their -reading. we
gradually help thetn.turn the learner-Michel dialogue into a. reader-,
text dialogue. This involvement with the text can beconne a valid
expetieni e lot the student, to be addC'd to the. constructs a student

. alrea4 11, to be inlet !acted and reinterpreted as the student moves
on to more analytical writing and, lain, as the individual matures.
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Entering the World
of Academic Reading

I
Elizabeth Robertson.

,If we define reading as word recognition and good performance on
Mcabulary and pronunciation sirills, then I. would not claim that the'
igividual. reading .course,described here necessArily produces "gobd

readers." But if 'we consider reading as an intellectail activity, a Itibit
of mind, a recognition'that there is some. relationship between graphic
symbols on a'page and the thoughts,vfeelings, ideas,_and experiences
of real human beings, thee I can claim that Reid), the student'Who -
took this course, sufficiently overcame his mechanical difficulties with
skills and became a real readew..

It seems that we reserve our best teaching efforts for our best readers.
They're the ones, we' think, who will most appreciate our clever
interpretations, our ability to show, them relatjmiships among ideas.
We want them to have bookS that will stimulate them,, that will
connect with other things they know. But fc4( the "bask" reading
student, we think that vocabulary workbooks will. do the job better
than the well-writNt, thoughtful, prbvoca,live prose of engaged minds.'
We're sure that our basic reading students need skill trainipg.
Vocabulary drill, Extensive practice at the sentence level. Reading

-comprehension cards. They're not ready to read "whole works" yet.
The. same reasoning makes us think that basic writing students need
to study the parts of speech before they can write sentences, practice
ttentences before they're ready for paragraphs, work with paragraphs

. before they can write whore essays. We're sure they can't write a
connected, fluent piece until ive give them the "tools,"

This building-block approach to complex cognitive activities only
further fragments students' understanding. Students who already have
difficulty Making connections are forced to attempt to learn reading
skills or writing skills in.isolation horn each other. Their ability
already" underdeveloped ---to make meaning for themselves out of
printed symbols is not exercised at all, Thus it is not surprising that
while remedial skills courses often improve students' yones on gram-
mar and usage toas and on reading-for-understandi)ig cards, these

9
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students have great difficulty with their college texts ;i1 .1r1 little
suet ess-with writing tasks that ask than to analyse and synthesi.fe thew
material presented iloltose texts..

Getting to Know the Student

Keith, the student for whorl% I eventually developed the roadie conrse
des( ri bed here,' calm. to me very aware of, what he izrceiv .d as his
own inadequacies. Of his reading he wrote:

I like reading but some tinie I don't know that I'm ant reading. 1
know I need help in reading and lot of other things. I look reading
in high school two years in a row, I impreived a little bid but
still need a lot 'mac help. When I read, sometime"! say words that

- are noyhere.

And of his writing keidt said:

I kiw' very kiire handwriting, and I like to write but I think I
use to many easy words, so I really can't say what I really want to
say. When I Was home I didn't write or study that nun h. But now
I'm beginning to write iind study a Ion more.

At the Writing Lab, Keith did indeed begin to write a lot more. In an
early writing assignment, he made sure we understood squtething of
his background:

(Aiming form a. poor. bac kground with reading writing and
speaking. One of my experience is no one really push me. as I
was wining up. Corning from a family of eight people were pretty
haul. I could ternemIr some of my brother awl sister had to slop
go to s( hool and get a job because it were more important too
know where your next meal were coming frenn than go to !whi&
So kind glad other people were interesting in me' and took the
la«.'s (Allying to be a big brother or sister of me. andiin a me to

go to school everyday. When I got ni high school it were impor-
rant to learn how to read write and speaking so you can prepares
yogi sell lot wIlege. On of my problem was I didn't read enough
now l (an sec how important it was tea prepare yourself. Since I've
(Amt. to the University of lOwa, I'M learning to read, write and
Speak better.

[fere Keith !hakes us vitidly 11War4L01 the nerkessary priorities iii his
life: "it were more important' too know where your next meal were
coming from than go to school." But school. has been important for
Keith, and 1w has been grateful for the interest taken in him. As careful
readers and listeners to his writing, we wanted t9 continue to extend
Ihat interest, perhaps even do some of the "pushing" that he missed

i M
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while he was "coming tip." Keith's second paper, a response to an
.invitation to give us some advice about teaching, tells us niche about
his background and his scluiol preparationand if implies a great
deal about the teaching he has and has not rctived;

I live in a big c icy and fronclive in this city all cif my Me, I have
look civet everything. In most of the school, I fan see that a lot of
tea( hers be glad want 3:00 clock get bete more than the student
dcs. I think the princple should look into the school more, Also
the Mildew can not learn what the teacher do not teach them: I
am not blaming the teacher for what the students do not know,
but they can give a little inure help. There are some student who
do not study, buyhere are student who can not read or mite so'
its a teachers buiiness to find out a student weakness.

Keith is careful not to phice too much blame here on his teachers. But
his .asmissuorm of the situation is -cleaji: "-the student can not learn
what the teachei do not teach them," .

In l'he Study of Nonstandard English, William Eabov has pointed
out that

the pi nu ilia) problem in reading failure is not dialect or gram-
matical differences but eathet a cultural conflict between the
veinai ular culture and the schoolro(mt. Progress in reading will
depend upon changes in the social Ammar of the classroom as
well as improvement in the tedmicat methods of instruction.?

As I read Keith's early writings, I caught glimpses of a world vrry
tudamihar to me, a world where the value system of thevernactdar.
culture was certainly very strong, but a 'world that he had kept quite
separate from the lassrootn, I wanted to leksen that c ultural conflict,
to affirm his experience as valid and as something worth writing about
and reflecting upon. Keith hecAtile increasingly fluent in the Writing
.I.abottind incieasingly able to write about street life as a black in a
large city, abbut what it meant to play football well enough to gait)
an athletic scholarhip to a-major university, about growing up in a
large, family: he became increasingly able to respond to his teacher's
questiims :mil come to an understanding of' the implications of that
experience. . .

Once Keith became more fluent, we 'tried to work with him on
«ipyieadingfinding the places in his writing that (ha not conform
to standard American 'English iind helping hum to carted these
variations for audiences that value conformity to the standard. As we
copyread typed versions of Keith's Writing.. I discovered that he could
not toad his own writing. Or rather, he could pronounce the words,
but he could not (or at' least did not) read for meaning. In fact, reading

.,,
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for Keith meant simply pronouncing, andhe frequently reminded me
that he wanted ine to stop him and Correct him if. he pronotmced
word wrong. I have .other students with the. same difficulty and the
same misunderstanding. Perhaps they have been corrected so often in
,grade sciwol when they read orally that they .find. it difficult to
concenn-ate on -anything litlt pernunciation. Ws not that they don't
knPw the words. Certainly Keith understood what he had written and
could talk about it. But the actual :1cl. of wattling was so foreign an
activity that even his own words had no more real meaning. to him
than those in a pukdished text. The labor ()treading left him no energy
for understanding:8

In an attempt to help Keith become more at 'taise' with the printed
word, one of us tape-recorded some chapters from Richard Wright's
!Pack Boy. We hail Keith listen to the tape and follow along in the
book. He loved itplie would Lorne into the Writing Lab, get out the
tape cassette and the hook, and read. I sat with him.brieflit several
times and noticed that his eyes moved aliithd of the tapArvoice, that
he was always ready to turn the page. Ile was learning to look ahead,
to "predict- (as Frank Smith would says) some queStionsabout what
was coining that he could answer. Always before, Keith had strived
simply for word accuracy, thinking, as beginning readers often do,
that word accuracy Is all that Wading comprehensionlrequires..Now.
[or the first time, I saw Keith trying to inake sense out of what he read

'rather than just "trying to get the words right. Finally he became
impatient with the tape because it was too 5101. Ile asked me if it was
all right for him to read a story by himself.

A year later, in the spring.semester of his' sophomore year, Keith
was still struggling. lie had somehow managed to pass his first-year
composition and reading course, mostly by keeping a low profile and
because he had .a teaehertrivho apparently thought it would be racist
not tO pass him. He tried so hard, this teacher said, and he was
"culturally disadvantaged.Y But he had failed other coursesnot
because of his writing, which was far"more fluent now, but because he
scarcely knew where to begin with his college texts. Even after two
semesters of a developmental individualized reading instruction course
and the one-semester freshman composition and reading course, Keith
tested out at the 6..' grade level on the Senior Reading for Under-
standing Tel.+ I did not consider the test a completely accurate
statement about Keith's reading ability. Keith generally had trouble
with multiple-chhice question 'formats and needed more time than
most students in test situations. Still, his score .suggested that his
collcige texts would give him difficulty.

j 18
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neve lopiniini Individualized ReadingNrni4 Course.

I decided to see if I Could set up a course that Would' draw on the
positive experiences Keith had with Black Boy and, on his own life
experiences, and that would lead hi 4n to more fluency when reading
his textbooks. Keith could read. I knew that'.. But he also needed t6.
know that he:could read and that reading was not some impenetkible
mystery or merely a Mechanical act. The British anthropologist Basil
Bernstein, in his study of the social structure of the family and its
effect on lingtiistic development, said that the contexts of learning
must make tilt student feel at honle in the educational world.

We should start knowing that the social experience the child
already possesses is valid and significant, and that this social 4
emierieme should be reflected back to him as being valid and

Ivan only be reflected ba k to him if it is part of the
texture of.the %truing experience we c e.5

In our responses to Keith's writing, we ha already tried to affirmd the
significanc of 'his social experien It seemed equally important to'
me now that he recognize the place of his ownsxperience in the wider
community. It is not merely that others had lived and suffered as. he

'had. Ile knew he was not alone. But others had written about it. Their
hooks were read and respected and were part of the learning that Keith
found so foreign.

That Keith was still very ill at ease in the educational world txtcame
clear when, in his second-Semester freshman course, he was asked to
104 over the reader he purchased for the course and then to talk
about what was in the reader, what he thought the .f unction of a reader
was, and if he liked any of the readers he had used. Despilf three,
seniegers of using freshman reader-anthologies, Keith was completely
stymied by the term reader: He concluded that acollege reader must
be a person who reads in college and that the function of a reader was. ,

to say what he or she had read. The last part of the questia (did he
like the readers he had used) tirade no sense at all to him, of cytdrse, fie'
he changed it to make sense. He wrote about how college students
should 14,Ve their, readiug to "do okay" in courses. Actually, I rather
liked is'xith's answer sinciNeaders areafter allpeople reading. .But
he told me that he knew lie was stupid (a word IA, often used about
himself) becanse the questions really made no sense to him. The
difficulty he'waS. having:suggested to me not that he was stupid, but
that he had been allowed to go through his paces with little idea of
what was going on, The stories and essays he'd read in the anthologies
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had u(i litelot meaning tor him and had been connected neither with
his own lif with hiS Understanding or his learning, even at the
university. 1 wanted Keith to learn %vital reading really could be by
having him read longer pieces of discourse that Would make sense in
his world--,at first stories, Irtainly, but stories that sustained !Ili
interest long enough to pull him into a world he could' respond to,,
stories that would- touch On his own experience, draw him both into
and beyoniY this experience, and help him reflect on it so that his
reading literally became a part of the experience itself. J

. 'Hie hook Mack Boywas a natiaal,"oi.outse, as was The Revolt of
the Black Athlete by Itarry Edwards. Beisig black and being an athlete
on the football team are important parts of Keith's experience and
identity. Naturally, -I wished to affirm that identity as he tentatively
entered.mi educational world that seemed utterly alien to his own life.
I developed the reading list below specifically for Keith, but the list is
readily adaptable for students wit h_similar backgrounds:

. Week I

W eck 2

Wee* 3

Week

Week r

Week 6

Week 7 .

Week 8.

Week 9`

Week 10

Donald Kaul; "Embarrassment ..at thr Rose
Bowl," column in The Des Moines Register,
2 January 1982

Ralph Ellison, "Battle Royal," chapter I in
Invisible Man (New York: Random !louse,
1952)

harry Edwards, The Revolt of the Black Athlete
(New York: Free Press, 1970), pp. 8-29.

Maya Angelou, / know Why the Caged ,Bird
Sinis (New York: Random E louse, 1970)

Angelott, I Know Why the.Gaged Bird Sings

Ntozake Shange, For Colored (.;irls Who !lave
Considered Suicide When the Rainbow Is 1.nitf"
(New York: Bantam Books, 1980)

John Knowles, A Separate Peace (New York:
Macmillan, 1960)

Knowles, A Separate Peace

Lewis Thomas, The Medusa and the Snail: More,
Notes of a Biology Watcher (IV YorleViking
Press, 1979)

Richard Wright, Black Biy: A Record of Child-
hood and Youth (1945; reprint, New York:

lal per and Row, 1969)

Harry Edwards, The Sociology of Sport (I form-
wood, 111.: DorseS, Press, I'973), chapter 3

20
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Week Ii Edwitrds, The Sociologrof Sport, chapter-7
Pangooti Hughes, "Harlem," available in Black."

64Oies: An Antholoky of Afro-American
Literature, edited by Abraham Chapman (New
York: New Ainerican Library, 1968)

Paul Laurence Dunbar, "Sympathy," -available
in Black Voices.

Week 12 -* Gwendolyn Brooks, "We Real Cool'. 'rind "fThe
6 Mother," !available ih Mack Voices'

Maya Angelou, "Africa," !available in- The
Norton 1 titroduction to Literature. 3d ed.
(New York: W,. W. Norton, 1981)

Richard Wright, Native Son (1910; reprinj, New).
Ycirk: Harper and Row, 1969) (this berok was
'selected by the strident)

Week, 13 Wright, Natii,e'S.On
. . ..

Week VI George Orwell, Aninal Farm (19:16., reprint, ',Clew
York: New American library, 1983)_

this list reflects not oillysonic of Keith's interests, bin alsO my desire
to expose him to a range of .styles. it was impor t. nt for iitn to wad,

44natratives, but it was equally ,important for;,,,11 to encounter' the
language of Iii:i college textbooks in a cofritkr familiar io h big

I begin willea newspaper cOlumn '01).-tlie:.Rirse,Bowl by 1)oniI41
Kaul bec ause that game Vds uppermost in our minds that Jaiitiarrof
1982. The I Iniversity of Iowa which hadn't had'a winning-ECKubail
season in I v..9ity years and Which hadn't been to the Rose Bowl since
1958was irivitird to the lose Bowl, where it suffered a humiliating
28-') loss to the University of Washington. Iowans- cintld talk of
nothing else, including tht: sharp- tongued columnist Donald Kalil.
Who wrote at that time fot The Des Monies Regis-ti,r. In previotl ,
Seine..leis I had Keith read write-tips of different .gaines and winched-
him eagei.ly scanning ihe lines for his oren.mime. Here was the lierfect
oppi!itunily io have keidi read,sclineone else's opinion about a very
important exi wrience in his ownlife. Iii response'; Keith wrote:

this man dad know what he watite0 to say to Coat h Fry. Ile told
him the way he saw the game, but in a straightway. Somewhle
111 alai' at ti( lc, Kiml said he dithil bet on the gamebut he sure
sounded like he lost some money to me.

Hhen Keith went on to say how Katil in his column talked (Int:UT 10
.the players. Keith probably missed a lot of Kall.PS sharp hincir, but
he picked up the difference in Kauls tone to the coach (who, Kaul
said, didn't.coach well) and to the players (whom Ka .praised),
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I had Keith write, responses to everyt he read '[first his. own
feelings and thoughts about the text, then-, his response to specific
questions. For two of t books, A Sep(47ate Peace and Thl.Sociology
of Sport, I helped hi develop his shiiirt pieces into longer, more
coherent statements tut the books. I wanted first; though, io engage
him iir a dialogue with me and with the books. I did not Want him to
perceive my questions 'as test questions but rather as an'expression of

.,my curiosity about his impression of a book, for sonielmes his ex;
yerience had equipped him to understand-a book and to enter into it
far better than I could. When ht; read Ralph Ellison's "Itattle.Royal,"
forexample, he picked up on the central injustice and irony (though
he didn't call itithat) of the situation:

Ellison is reeogniled as the smartest boy in Greenwood. But him
and his friends are treated just like some regular nigger out the
streets. Even though liellison has receive a scholarship, he is still a I
nigger and he have to pay for everythinghe recieves.
J Q

, .1 decided that we would worry later abOut the difference between
author and narraut for now I wanted to ask questions that would.
pus cith beyond his

Forsgeit 7alizatio0.about the book. What
inj:I
X

cc in- particular did he setrilow was the character mistreated?
What did the narrator's speech have to do with anything? What did he
think of the battle royal itself and all those white folks sitting around'
foringoyoung black men to.scramble for money? Having to write and
rewrite and reconsider was hard on Keith. Like most students, he
hoped that once-a paper was written, it was finished. But he tried to
answer my questions and began to use his reading *timid as a way of
connecting one text with another. A little.later, after he had read The
Revolt of the Black Athlete by Harry Edwards, he reflected on the two
works:

8'

What happen in Battle Royal? It's like what Etlwards is talking
about. Edwards explains something about Blacks. He said, "first
of all, there is no such thing as a free ride. A black athlete pays
dearly with his blood, sweat, tears, and with some portion of his
manhood." This is the same situation as what happen in Battle
Royal.

Keith quoted quite naturally and aptlyfrom the text here. He was
beginning to recognize that the texts iimmented on each other, that
these were not just isolated "assignments" or "readings." Keith per-
ceived the same essential injustice in Ellison's imaginative recreation
of white (it:city to blacks as in Edwards's factual, though impassioned,
assessment of the black, hlete's position in sports.
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Keith delighteil iii rxplaining things to .me as he discovered that
some of hit experiences entitled him to "judge" the reletiance or the
accuracy of it text irta way I could not. The Revolt of the Black Athlete
certainly spoke directly to Keith's SituationEdwards even mentioned
Iowa in his discussion of conditions a1 college. Keith responded:

Harry EdwardS is_ saying that back 72, black athletes in a
pre( timinantly white college'don't fair chance no matter
hov good Uterine. Maybe Edwards is right because he was there
and this is the way he saw it. I can't wally say that it's that way
here at Iowa for me. Biitoome of the things still kohl true. For.
example. he says only a small number of black athtstes graduate
from college. That's mil) true here. And another thing Edwards'
said (1160.1101(1s true here at Iowaif white guys tear tip 0 ly of
things, nothing much happens. But When a black hide sees that,
he says to the, other black dudes that if we did what these. White
people do, the /I kick us otp or make us pay for it.

And Keith 'went (111 about professional sports. I noticed here that
Keith was, able to go back arid forth from the text to his own
exp'erieritc, keepinii, both in tallith I chose Revolt because it made
su(Ii compirlisons a 'possibility. I .also selected it because it contains
1)0111 discussion and Narrativeand I needed a bridge hook like that to
help Keith move from 'stories 10 explanatory prose..fflore like the pro's('
61 his lexthoiks. A set mid book by Harry liciwards, The Sociology of
Nport, whir Ii we read dater in the course, picks up on some of the
same issues as Revolt but uses more technical language, the sort cif
textbotik" language that Keith was encountering in his other «rinses.

rr Keithrenainly didn't master 'itll of the vocabulary, but he grasped the
meaning and was able to «lumen, the issues. (A year later, when I
taught a version of this course to another student, I used a similar
pair of books. The first, Tally's Corner A Study of NrgT Streetcorner
Men by Elliot Liel ow, is a lively narrative recreation of Ale blae k
sneer-corner culti with some theoretical discussion, William Ryan's

nth m examines slum' 61 the same issue's of poverty and
of family structure. The narrative illustration in Tally's Garner makes

t the mote tee finical, sociological language of Blaming, the Victim much
more accessible. Thus, my student was able to bring a context he
already knew from Tally's Corner to a text that he first found
idnpeneoable)

With the fourth vttnk we read, Ntaya Angehm's I Know Why the
-Gaged Bird Sings, Krill' wets be«iming (lane comfortable just telling
inn hip rear lions and, int identally! was writing tpinea bit wore in his
first drallicberause he knew I was not testing hint of trying to cat( h
him in'some misunderstanding o Eon But he also knew that he had
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to. read .rm .'hati .10 write, aqd tbatcat;eless re;Ading wit unreflect-iv}...
iespolises would 11(4:satisfy the ptobing gneltions of his te.kchey. The
selection by Angelourwas rhrfirst full-kingili book he read: Later,. as

. thksyl labus.s.hows,1 Keith was ivading kerratiVes a little more quickly,
htlllf wanted to give him plenty of nine not thejirst Whole book,
ever read: I also wanted to .give hint time to react in writing as hip
went along again, primarily as A....tite:Ins of testin0..iii-sIV'mvqirt:-

.. In''ttsion, though naturally I was inprested 111.that,' but as a way of .

ihoroughly.engaging him in What he read. wrote 01.0aged
.

his book seem to he a true story, this is really givilig tisq he real
dtalls.about how it used to lie for Maya Angefou, and many othe;
Illac ks. lrhr books.starts off kind of slow, but as you get detper in

.Jim. book it pit ks UEt you! interest. I dint(( know if this book is like
li.dwatds or ElliMm. One thing I do know is-all. three stars are
talking limn a personal expqientr, and how it used to be for
Hai ks. direestory are very good detailed and they make you .

seem like you an there,

I.he truth of a work seemed to be the Ming that impressed Keith most. ":
use of the word Story for three works shows his unfamiliarity

with. tilt- difference between novel, autobiography, and, nonfiction
exposition, We came back 10 those concepts as the course progressed..
But -I did not want to interfere at first with his dawning awareness
that.books spoke about tray things,and things 't'liat he knew. Instead. I -.
quistio nird frim about the details; about how, exactly., it used to he for
blacks, 1 outing to Aingeloti; :Minn what made it seem like you are
there." -Keit It's first .responst: Caged Bird went. on to say: ,

hit Maya, life seems to be exciting, important and tariig. Maya
seems like a vet y swat( girl, and in the sun y she is trying to !vain
all she can. Sotke things she don't understand, but maybe later in
the story she will undersurnd. Right now the most important.
thimit 10 bet is 'her tinnily, not' that she 4).1'1 like living with het
gtanrclntother. It's just ehat she don't know if her mother and lather
iti .elite. another .impoitant thing to het is het brother. She love
het mother Bailey very mirth and he is really Me only friend and
pet sold family she haveh doesn't really tell you about her
personal life in Long Reach, but coming front the West
and going to the South, is a big expellent e for theft. Maybe in
California things was different, maybe they. had moll; Jriends,."

,maybe the people were mote in !WI, maybe tbertkw. t:re more things
10 110, 11111100; 1101.. I don't know.

ke1111 pie ked 111) several things licreNlayit's content lot the
parems who abandoned her, het hive for Bailey, and the impact that

t
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'(lie Move 'from ihe West (Nisi had on both children. Perhaps even
-..tru)re important were Keith's spetulationS about things not -yet. known

irio he book. Ile was looktvg ahead, "expecting that Angclou (and the
'reader) would' later come tArndersiand some of the'earry.events in the
bOok drat the readermUltill later learn soint'il ing about- Maya's

in California. Ile Was alkiNg his own. titiesti about the story
and ex-IToing to fii cl sume\onswisto continued rdirding.

I anticipated that Keith would-1117e irmple .wit.h1ht: fifth work,
Fin. Colored Girls. Who Mitre Considered Suilide When the Haihow
I.s af -by Nuaake Shane I choseit partly beatis it presenteil a

different aspect of human tonflict, noI.r. thatbetween black and white
difltreritseIs of

l'st ie. I Wit Med (1) 'MT 110W Ketth .Windt!. yeact to Shage's
decision it., wriie in dialect. Interestingly.; pl., spelling got in hisr.Wi.kY..

him conflfct between male and ferwle.-iind 1wtweep

Ihnugh writing and speech lecidcd to inCorpOrate forMS?:::
considered IIMISIalldard, to was Ile V'Crl Iiistlrbcd- to see uncon-''.?.!
ventional !welling-and verb forms in a publisk4 text (acrd. he certainly . .,.
iemgnired 'the fOrms Were unconvention44. It gave us.-another -ns

context 'in wind) to talk about the copyte;iditik-41.. wen. doing with
os.vn, riting49111 about the fact that one chooses what Lingbilge:,

..nrase..dePending on what audience is being ;Kitties...1A: Incitlentally,
Keith icklized that Ire was reading this play ,much uitire sloWlythan
he had read the Angi.lou booi; dmt he was having to read even simple
words individually to figure tint. it undersemed tor him. and4or
me, Igal- Iris general reading spt;61 increased and thoiire was more
likely to look 101 the sense of 114; work rather than to.ctincentrate em. ,
wool re«sgnition.

Keith's., response to 1111 play was dcfeii51%e. BY.then ,was impOrtant-
to him that I develop the prover intact st:inding oillie.vorldi we were
leading about. Ile wasu'4 just onsweting( ilinestions about. a piece of . .

fli it'll an obligation to -interpreifOr inc. a ,situation that I

might mis«msn play disturbed him and perhaps .even angered
hind. le wok it sriously,,,and in his shocked comment to.ra. that "all:
Mat k Men aren't like Mal," he acknowledged the power and influence
ilia the .w1 inen word Might. have. Keith was also able 10 see and hear
the sine . heduled the reading assignment to wine ide with the
Rubin Broad( asting Service plsenialion of Shange's play,

With 'Separate Pour by John Knowles, we returned to fib tional
iVr,.;.111d. KC') h was able us grasp du; inajot story line laizry

In iiifir41.1r51,011, to the book he on 1hr remoono,ip
bro;Ten Gr.), and Viny as the nioht interesting pall us
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.
. ,Finny is known aria very good athlete. nd Gene is khoWn as one '

of the smartest Kays in the school. The difference between these
tWo boys is that'Gene likes to study and Finny doesn't. It -seerrii
like they arc kind of jealous; of each other *cause they used to

vik',,havr contests of who. could jump out of the tree and finny'
.thought he was better than Gene. But Gene knew he was .better
than -Finny in the clssroom. Finny always found something for
him and Gene to do ,to stop Gene from studying all the time.

Since Keithwas interested.in the relationship between these two young
men, my:questions asked him to focus on it more carefully. "How-do
you 'know thai Finny is jealous of Gene?" I. asked. "Is it juLitwl-yin.

Gene says, or are there. things. Finny does.or.says that make .ympthink
that?" "If they are as jealous of each other as you say, why are they

'such good friends, do you think?" Keith' first responded to what
seemed like an impossibility to. hirp:::"To me, it doesn't seem like
Gene. meant to make Finny. fall,.../.woUldn't pdsh or .make one of My,
friends fall 9ut of a tree just beause he's a greater athlete than.larn."
It wasn't enough far Keith to tell. me..what he- Would have.done.
pushed him to .explore *complex- relationship' betviten Fillity and
Gtne,.and we went carefully over the sectionswhere Gene disrlisses
his ,own-confused -.feelings. Keith, had-missed some oirte.subtleties
and the unsPoken tensions,'. but he finally did. write more 'Aii)ut the:
relationship, about Finny's refusal .to believe Genie's canfessiOn that
he pushed him out of the tree, andrabouf the pressure's that tan exist
between iwo athletes: This. book wasn't as close to Keith's. experience
as some of the others kid fieen-Ilie prep school setting could not
have been 7mori!.dfferentfiorn his own life. Though he found Gene'S

-searc ng somewharincomprehensible, he was nevertheleSs able
to make ) with the human love and jealousy that
governe I Gem inny'.s relationship. .-

The edusa and the Snail by Lewis T hennas was perhaps not the
best ite:fer Keith. I tried. it because I did not want the course to
consist orapletely of fiction mod autobiography. I wanted Keith to
bring t( svitie reading about social science, history, or natural science
the same attantion and 'involvement he was bringing to narratives of
experience, Thomas's essays, [felt, combined some technical language
With very personal formulations of complei scientific'contepts: Keith
struggled through about for-of the essays and was not sure. he
understood them, even whelloWe went over them. The essay titled."On
Cloning a III.1111afl Being" captured his intention, though. lie hid
heard the. word cloning before, althi'iugh tie -was unsure of its meaning.
When he read the explanation of cloning, he was amazed that such a
thing existed:-
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Some people think c lolling is hard to explain. If I hadn't read
this book, 1 woarldn't believe therewas such a thing as cloning.
But as ['understand it, cloning is a somatic cell that you can take
from almost. anything to make a new one oranother-one such as
plants or frogs. I wouldn't think for plants or frogs this would be
hard, but for a human being, I would think cloning is liery
difficult. But then again, the way science technology is going,
almost anything can happen these days.
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again, I was pleased that Keith recognized in a written text a
source of information and authority. I was pleased that he attempted
to put into his own words a somewhat baffling concept. Later Miele°
same paper, he expressed his doubts that cloning would work for
human treing4. "You wo have to clone babies," he said; "because
then you wouldn't have .change the environment." And he pointed
out that Thomas agree ith him: "Lewis Thomas also thought that
if you clone someone you have to clone the whole world. He didn't
think the world is ready for an experiment this size."

By the time we came to Wright's Black Boy,Keitb was ready to
read through -it -fairly rapidly. He rpmeinbered having read some Of .4,
the chapters before and wanted to see how the whole book turned out:"
He was quick to Find in Richard something of a kindred wirit:

Black Boy is the best book 1 have ever' read. It's about a black boy
who is vet:), smart .and intelligent person. Ile's not Mist an ordinary
blaclikiy. tie's kind of different- from the other black guysain the
stotrIfe reminds me of myself in some kind of voty. What I
mean is, it is only so Much that-a boy can,take from some people,
especially when he didn't know then]. I'm kind of,Iike that. ,1 can
only take so many orders from a person I don't know.

Keith then went on to talk about how Richard coped in the ""white
/- South," how he defied his. Uncle Tom, how he would pot submit

inside to white folks or black. I was not that Keith identified
himself Iwith.Richard.. I.wa.c struck that he wrote aboilt"ii and 'talked
about it so willingly, that- the forrherly shy and silent Keith now spoke
with .confide'n'ce and even authority of his own feelings in relation to
.whites or to anyone he felt had control over him. He had certainly
come to feel much more At home in the academic setting, for he was
finding in published texts validation not only of his experience but of
his reaction and response to that exptlience. When it came tine for
Keiji' to choose his own book to read,he didn't hesitate. He had.seen
a copYof Wright's Native Son on my desk and jumped at. the chance
tread it, There wasn't quite enough' time-in the semester for him to
read. such a long book, but he finished it in the summer, and sought
&K. tiut to,talkabont it,
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I had put the Cioems by .angstem Ilughes, Paul Laurence-litnbar,
Gwendolyn Brooks, and !Via a Angelou and Anima/. Yarn by George
Orwell on Ow list so that 'eith could further, extend his range of
reading experience. I simply asked him what he could actually see in

. I lughes's poem,.and we were able to talk now about images. Then we
discussed why Angehm ['light have taken her title from -Dunbar's
"Sympathy." Animal hunt! of (-Mose, demanded that Keith read on
more than the literal Irvel. Keith had no difficulty in seeing that the
allimals,moodaror human qiiidities. And though he missed some of
the. political implications in the book, he recognized the criticism of
human society in general. Animal Farm allowed us to return to the
issue of what is true in a book, afl'ilow one Itight have fo separate the
writer of a book from the characters in it, something that had confused
Keith iii "Rattle Royal."

The Final Examination

At tit: end of the course, I asked Keith to take a final exam, one not
unlike ihe sort he might have to take the:following seAieSter in
literature courses. Though I. had certainly seen 'plenty of .
writing and had worked with him very closely, I nevertheless wanted
him to try to bring some of .the reading together for himself. All
semest.er I had demanded. that.Keith' be fully present, prepared to
(limps the readings twice a week and ready eirclday with his writing.
Ih could not hide in the back of .the room; nor could he decide to let,.
one book slide or to fail one test and forget it. :There weri. always
further qutstiOns about what he had written. I could tell at once if
had not read carefully, and he knew that was not acceptable. Books he
had read it the start of the semester came up againznd aain in Our
discussions. The final exam represented an opportunity (Nr synthesis.
It was atioth'er sign front me that I expected -Keith to take full
respow;ibility for what he had learned. and read. I devised a two-park
exam for.Keith:

Part 1

Consider the works fisted below:
Black Boy
A Separate Peace.,
1 KWh, Why (lie Caged Bird Sings
Native Sort
". Battle. Royal"

Please ( hoose three winks and talk about how the main -t haratter
in ea( h tries to be indeliendent.

s'
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Mai kinds of muddy% do I he i ham« s have?
Why is it so haul for diem. to "be thems yes"?
Who nn what gets in !heir way?
Do you see any similiyilies among ihe characters in the !lure
boks?

lie as .t /jet ifs( as you (an idiom each n haraciet and aboin what is
happening io him or het.

Purl II
Please wad the following passage. It comec.from one of II books
you'se read.

It was no longer a quesiion.of my believing in Cod; it;ortts no
longer a mailer of whether I would steal or lie or murder; it
was a single urgent mailer of public pink, a motet of him
min It I had in «minion willi oiher people. If I refused, it mean!
that I did ruin love my mother and no mail iu that !iglu huh.
Ida( k commutiiiy ilia ever been (Ivy enough io In himself 1w
pia( ed in such a posiiion. My mintier pulled my aim and I
walked wiili her malty briar bier and shook his hand, a esiote
that tiade me a candidine for baptism. There well. more songs.
and prayers; it 1;1%1(41 mud well idler midnighi. I. walked home
Iiinp a.% a rag; I had not felt anything excel)t sullen angel' and a

ushing sense of shame. Yet I was somehow glad.I had got it
. over with; .tio battier% now stood between the and die

onunnnily.

What book is !his horn?
What is happening here?
%%ardor% the a hat aCler seem io feel? Why?
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Keith WAS nervous about the final. Even thimgh I think he frl
fairly confident in the writing obout reading he'd done all semester,
he still was uncertain of himself in test situations.. Ile did.te( npute .
the passage from Black Boy, though, and was able to talk abo t how
Richard "(bought it was all nonsense." how. his family, wee pres-

suring hint and making him do something he didn't want to (10."
And in the "synthesis" question, he restaged to explain how the
characters in three bookS ( elle and Fink, Richard. Maya andrBiti ley)
struggled with personal relinionships in order to get (he. things they
wanted. I doubt that Keith's answers would have sadlifieda literature
examiner...hi three hours he wrote only five pages. It took him half an
hour to read and comprehend the exam itself, possibly be'ause of test
anxiety, lilt( also because he still read complex material slowly. The
connections he nride among, the bOoks were more superficial than
those he had made in earlier writings and discussion. But I 'wasImppy
to see this developmental .reading student identify, with confidnice, a
single passage from one of the several books he had wad.. was pleased

29
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.to see him bring together three different texts, using some details and
incidents from the texts to suppOrt his assertions.

When the course was over, I asked Keith if he would be willing to
take'the standardized. test again. I did not think that it would be an
acculate measure of what we had accomplished in the course. We had
not so much a's looked at a multiple-choice question all semester, and
the course had focused on critical reading rather than word compre-
hension or speed, butl was curious how Keith would do. He achieved

nig4a 7.9 scorevery low, I thought, u I realized it was nearly a grade
and a half higher than he had tested or semester earlier. .

Far more important than a test score, though, were Keith's willing-
ness now to pick up a book and his greater need to read for meaning
-other than for recognition of single words. I had not sought to
simplify reading for Keithto break it down into simple4constituerits
or simple sentences. I had tried, rather, to match the confusing.
complexity of his own experience, to confront him with the difficult
and demanding task of translating the ikas of others so that he might
articulate and clarify his theory of the world as he entered into other
worlds both like and unlike his own.

.

Adapting the Course to Other Students

I have discussed in this chapter a singl udent in a particular courseot
designed very carefully- for hint. I ha

IV
since taught similar courses,

one for a group of three students, with different reading lists and
Afferent expectations. If I were to describe these courses, I would tdl
other storiesof Owen, a good reader of narrative svho was so unsure
of himself that he wa's utterly unable to read a textbook; of Laura,
who could talk as though she understood but who had more trouble
with the literal, neaning of a text than Keith; of Joe. . . . In each case,
the students' needswhich I discovered by reading and responding to
their writinggoveined my choice of books: The students' reading
journals were at the center of the course, letting me know what they
did or didn't understand, letting me enter into their perception of
worlds both familiar and new to them. What has remained constaqt
in each course is my desire to involve 'students in reading that is
meaningful to them, to demand theirlftip intellectual participation in
them own education, and to help theafind reasons to read beyond the
necessity of fulfilling school requirements. .

-.. I. have often heard teailters of basic reading or writing complain
that theisr work is not stimulating, that they must drudgultrough
dreary exercises and ill-written Compositions, never having th7optx4-

3 0
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tunity to (List uss ideas with their students--:or with each other, for
that matter. But this course demanded rity full intellectual participa-
tion, as well as Keith's. Tread books I had pot read before and reread
the ones I had. carefully framirig specific questions and preparing for

' what I thqught Keith's responses might be, Keith's insights into the
[molts often forced me to reconsiller my own interpretatiohs, and I
discussed Keith, the books we read, and the ideas we both had with
friends and colleagues, just its 1 discuss my literature courses with
them. Keith's perceptions often took nue by surprise and challenged
me to revise my sometimes too-narrow assumptions, both about a text
and about Keith himself as a readej. 'Hien. was nothing drearjr.or dull
about this encounter with another active mind.

The course may seem expensiveindividual, personal. But, in fact,
universities and colleges spend a great deal of time and mIiney on

" instruction in ti'ading labs that use cards and machines
to work with students, 'Special support' services and athletic depart-
ments hilt' tutors, desperately.hoping that somehow they can explain
ilifficith texts to students who are unable to read the materials for
themselves: But a course like this Fan be accomplished in a reading
lab and can even be taught_ to several students at once in a small class,
if the teacher is flexible enough to have comparable but not identical
reading lists and if she or he is a senslti ve, perceptive. reader of Student
writing. This course is not emergency treatment or remedial aid, It is
based on the fundamental assumption that real learning takes place
only if the sualenris drawn into the "web of reciprocity" at the deepest
level, through engaging the intrinsic will to learn. We'cannot afford
to squander our best teaching resources on any motive less ",basic''
than that.

Notes

I: Kat lid hddet, now of Luther College, Deconth, Iowa, also worked wadi,.
Keith 014is leading, and I ain grateful for bet many invaluable suggestions

4out possible readings lot Keith and questions to pursue with him:
2. William Labov, ne Study of Nonstandard biglish (Urbana, Ill.:

Nat iemal Council of "Feat-hers of Eriglish, 197), 43.

hank Smith, ifrading (Cambtidge: Cambridge University Press, 1978),
. 83. ( Flits book ,was teptimed under the title Reading without Nonsense by

'I'eac hers Cc d lege Press, 1979,)

4. Science Research,Associate4: Thelma Guinn Thurstone, 1965.
5, Basil Bernstein, A Critique of the Jr:um:ern of 'Compensatory Educa-

tion,' in Education y Dernornicy, ed. Rubinstein and SIMICHIall far-
mondsworth. Eng.: Penguin Books, 19701, 120



Response-Ability
in Freshman English

Rick Evans

W hen Sherniaat Paul, the Ca ver Professor of English Literature at the
University of Iowa, first meets a class of advanced literature students,
he asks diem to carry on a tradition of responding to reading that
reaches as far back as the sixteenth century and.coffimonPlace books
and that is ati native to his American students as Emerson and Thoreau
and as recent as poets Charles Olson and Robert Greeley. He asks that
they keep a personal journal of their reading. He explains,

I want students . to forego the scholarly-critical mediation of
otheri and to rely instead on their own responses. Response-ability.
is a responsibility, and it is fulfilled gy engaging or encountering
a text responsibly. The text is "the jewel center of interest"
(Kerouac), the object before one, And reading is an experience.'

It was this last sentence, And reading is an experience," that firsled
me to consider alternative approaches to teaching reading to my
freshmen students in a required second-semester rhetoric course. My
earlier attempts (to teach reading had been very disappointing. My
students had dutifully struggled throngh a series of drudging assign-
ments in a college anthology and had tediously answered the reading-
guiduwestions at the end of each selection. They were no more
involved in each particular reading than they were when they searched
for all the presidents' faces in a.fatt-food "Win a Trip to Hawaii"
sweepstakes. If they won, or answered correctly, great! If they lost,
well, it was just a dumb game and nobody ever really won. anyway.
Rarely did my students become.excited about what a writer had said,.
or share with -me or the class some personal insight, or even care
enough to ask their own questions. Reading for therm had become
only a routine of scanning and then selecting the necessary informa-
tion for passing a test.

I wanted instead to teach reading as an experience one that, like
many others in my students' lives, Wight engage. them, maybe even

r
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chahge them. My assumption was that if I were able to offer such an
experience to them, not only would they enjoy reading and therefore
read more, but the analytical abilities they needed as ."college-level"
readers would grow. And since the reading that I had required of
students in the past had not encouraged their involvement or realized
those abilities, I needed to try something new. I asked the freshman
program coordinator if I might be allowed for a single semester to
alter the standard pedagogy, and my request was granted.

Focusing on One Narrative

About sik weeks into a sixteen-week term, I introduced my students to
a sequence of journal writing about reading, specifically writing in
response to Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance: An inquiry
into Values by Robert M. Pirsig. I chose this book for several reasons.
It's a story, the narrative of a trip from Minneapolis to San Francisco
Bay. Whenever I ask students. to recall their favorite book or their
Most memorable reading experience, they never fail to mention a story
and to explain that they had identified with a particular character,
thatcthe detailslof place and time so involved them that they It they
were there, and that this certain story helped them realize things about -
themselves they had never quite understood before. I wanted my
students to be engaged in these ways. Zen is also a book full of
Chautauquas, "popular talks intended to edify and ntertain, imprOve
the mind and bring culture and enlightenment to the ears and
thoughts of the hearer." 2 Most of the reading these tudents would be
doing the next three years of their college career Id be of tt similar
kindhistorical essays. that chronicle the causes of the American
Revolution or the results of the Russian ,Revolution, chapters in a
biology textbook that describe natural phenomena and offer formulaic
explanations for their otcurreitce, even studies in psychology that
speculate witty people under stress tend to respond the way they do.
The Chautauquas in Zen do not offer any sort of content-specific
preparation for all the college reading that students may encounter.
However, Zen does involve. readers in a wide variety of ideas and
different levels of abstraction comparable to thoie in other courses.
Finally, Zen is an extended piece. It demands that readers use *mit
analytical abilities to sustain the cognitive processes of constructing
and integrating both a personal (in their journals) and a communal
(in class disclision) understanding of their work. The edited selections
of college anthblogies make no such demands,

33
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I. asked my students to keep a 'reading journal, making two entries
of three pages or more Lidice a week', which allowed me as a redder
and as a teacher to share in those cognitive processes I was encourag-
ing. In my initial invitation to them I said,

When I ask you to read Zen I am asking that, you. have an
experience.1 am asking that you ride across the country with
Robert Pirsig, that you see the red-winged blackbirds in South
Dakota, that you climb a mountain in Montana, that you cruise a
freeway in California wine country. I anuAso asking that you
consider what Pirsig says, that you risk thinking and feeling as he
thinks and feels, or maybe the greater risk, that you think and feel
differently,

I cautioned them not to tell me just what happened in the book,. or to
write a book report,unless they were so confused in their reading that
retelling the story to me and to iheinselves would help clear it up. I
wanted them simply to talk to me on paper about their thoughts and
feelings as they were reading the book. I promised them that I would
Vesporid in writing to one oftheir two entries each week. Then; if they
Waiited, they could respond to my reiporises the following welt.

There are several practical reasons underlying this schedule of
-entries andzesponses. I felt that only one entry a week would riot keep
their attentni focused on the book long enough to engage them fully
in the coghitive processes I was hoping for. More than two entries,
however,. would overwhelm me. I decided uponthe three-page length
of each entry for simiLli reasons. (Some students Iron% the beginning
handed in entries up to six pages long.) I chose to respond at least
once a week, because if students did' become involved in the reading,
they would need some form of feedback '-if nothing else, my
acknowledgment of what they'd told me. Yet I didn't want them to
adopt me as the arbiter of those thoughts. One response was enough
to guide. but not, determine their thinking. Pjnally, I offered them the
opportunity to "talk back" to me with one Of the following week's
entries. I wanted to give them the chance to rethink and 40
develop their ideas as well as to experience Writing about reading as a
shining dialogue between themselves and a teacher.

Many Of the students. were confused at first and asked, "Is there a
particular way yim want these papers written?" or-"What do you think
1,should 'mite about?" or even "Flow are you going to know if I read
the book?" 'These questions impressed upon me again how limited

'their understanding of reading and writing about reading really was.
Reading, at least in school, had been a "task" to perform under the
examining eye ofp teacheY. Ihen once they tried to "say what the
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, eacher wanted them to say the way the teacher wanted them to say
it," they were judged, defined as either a "good" reader and writer or ' 4
a "bad" reader and writer. But now I was changing the experience,'
and its newness was threatening. , .

29 .

Focusing on One Student

One of my.studet s, Malta second-semester freshman on a tennis
holarship, 4/. particularly reluctant to begin her journal. We bad

two or three iferences in my office trying to Ilgure out the problem.
It was Clear t ne that she' was reading Len andihad several thingsto
say about i Each time she left my office, she promised that tomorrow,
"for sure," I would receive her first entry. "I;omorroW always came,
hut 'not Mallory's entry. Finally, after nearly three weeks, I told her
how worried I was becoming. If she waited much longer she would he
hopelessly behind. In her first entry dic next day she wrote in response
to Pirsig's discussion of technology:

,
Whenever I find myself getting stuffy about how technology has
made our world so plastic . . I make myself think of eiwetly how.
terrible it mprhe to be cold . all winter with no relief:...
easy to glorify the early days when men and women "tamed the
wilderness" ... like in all the books and movies. But we never
know the sufferings of these Iwo*, , I think l'irsig has the
answer for meiios okay to reject some of Ow things that tech-
nology brings about and try to get along without it. but I still
haveo appreciawn and relate to it. ...

Mallory, still thinking of me as her examioner and anticipating how
she expected ow to respond, wrote at the end of this first entry:

There's good thought in ails, but you get quite a. ways from the
bookyou seem to ramble a lot, just restating the' same jileas, I'd
like to'have a more concretelded of what you think about the
book. You seem to In' rCally interested in the ideas you [covered].

They could be polished up some if you want to write' further
On the subjects.

I liken this first entry to the "talk" James Britton et al. refer tO in
The Develgpment otWriting Abilities (11-18):

It is probable that of all the things teachers are now doing to
make their pupils' approach to writing more stimulating, and the
writing itself seem #i more integroal part if the manifold activities
of the classroom, it is the encouragement of different kinds of talk
which is the commonest and most prothictive factor. Talk is more
expressive .. : ta relies on an immediate link with listeners...,
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[and these) eLanges of conversation allow may things to go on
al onceexploration, clarification, shared interpretation, insight
into differences of opinion, illustration and anecdote, explanation
by gesture, expression of doubt; and if something is not clear you
can go on until it is. Whether or not the mind is partly engaged
in thinking about4hat may be written later, there's a good chance
that the incubation . . . of the writing is given a boost, by thc
widening of the consciousness if by nothing elst.s

Britton et al. are here referring totlassroom talk and its importance as
a way of permitting students to try out their thoughts before, they
begin to write. I hoped that by extending this notion of classroom
talk to talking on paper in ajournal, I would encourage a similar
kind of exploratory reading.

Mallory's first entry was a bit shallow and, as she herself pointed
out, rambling, Imit what she had done was not wrong. Just Nit.e..
oppositeit was exactly right. in'these journal'entries I hoped that
Mallory, along with all my students, would "talk" to me as they read
Zen. At the same time, I encouraged them, through my comments, to
understand reading as an involving experience,' an authentic and
personal experience like any other. Quottrig hr own editorial remark,
I wrote back to Mallory:

There is "good thought in this," Mallory, and you stay quite close
to the book. In fact, without the book you probably wouldn't
have writen about the ideas you did:

I showed Mallory just what I was referring to when I borrowed her
phrase "good thought" in the excerpt about technology. I bracketed
her talk about technology, and in the adjoining margin I asked her
some very specifit questit ns about what she had to say:

What are some of-the things technology makes available to you
that you have decided to do without?
Why have you decided to do without them?
Also, what things can you appreciateopr relate to? And why?

With these questions I was trying to lead her from the kind of talking,
apparent. in her first journal entry toward a more detailed and
developed consilleration of her concerns. I was trying to 'shOw her
where she, as a reader, might be betterble to think about what Pirsig
said by more fuljy understanding her own thoughts about technology.
At the same time, I wanted her to. see where she, a a writer, could
expand what she had said 'to give more specific information about he
own experience with technology. I think it is important to note here
that I was neither trying to get Mallory to go back to Pirsig's
Chautauttua on technology and do a careful analytical reading, nor'tn
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expand this particular journal entry into careful, analytical writing. I
was simply showing her what indeed represented "good thought" and
suggesting how she might further develop it:

Mallory did not choose 'to respond directly to my questions, but the
began to do what I had asked with other topics current in her reading
of Zen (and with regularity; I might add), In a later jourval entry, for
example, she struggled to distinguish Pirsig's notion of "quality" from
something he calls "good." She wrote,

I think I'M a quality tennis player, but I don't consider myself a
good player. I have too Many shortcomings. My quality comes in
that I'm quick, I have good racket control, good touch, and have
a very wide range of shot selection4 I can hit almost any kind of
spin. I think most of these characteristics would constitute criteria
for a quality player. However, I honestly don't think I'm'a good
player. My mental game isn't tough enough. I do really dumb
things sometimes (like get real mad). I don't use the assets that
make me a quality player.
On the other hand, I don't think Chris Evert-Lloyd is a quality\
player, but she's definitely good. She doesn't have a well-rounded
game, she can only play one style, and there are several kinds of
shots she can't hit effectively. But she's a good: player ...
unbeatable most of the time.. . . I guess I'm really referring to
performance with these examples. It doesn't seem that the level of

prformancewhich is what people usually go by\ in deciding
whether or mit something is goodhas necessarily to cdincide
with . . . quality. ...

Here Mallory is accomplishing nrre than "talking" about ideas. She
is using references focused on the details of her own experience to
understand Pirsig's highly abstract concepts. In this excerpt she
successfully distinguishes the ideas of "quality" and "good" by first
bringing her experience to her reading of Pirsig, articulating and
exploring how that experience suggests quality_ and good differ, and
finally introducing an abstract notion of her own, that of performance,
to repreSent their difference. Clearly Mallory does not fully understand
this concept of 'performance that she has intrAced. Yet I could see
her cognitive processes of constructing Pirsigfs ideas for herself and
integrating those ideas with her own experiencel, In my response to
this jtiurnal entry I was careful to draW her attention to. this excerpt
explaining to her how it was certainly acceptable discOurse and how,
with some editing, it could Igicom$va perceptive, well-crafte4 essay. I'
suggested she might tell me more about her notion of performance
and how it helped her diqinguish between quality and, good. I did
not respond with questions because none were necessary. this excerpt
was essentially a completed piece.

r3
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At this point Mallory was not just "talking," exploring- her
thoughts by simply speaking them. She was moving from impulsive
thinking to reflective thought. James MOffett describes it best:

The primary dimension of growth seems to be a.movement from
the center of the self outward, Or perhaps it is more accurate to

. say amt. the self enlarges, assimilating\ the world to itself and
ac-commodating itself to the world. . .4

As a realer, Mallory was extending herself beyond the text in her
struggle to assimilate and integrate the new concepts she was receiving
with those concepts she already possessed. Journal writing provided
her with both the Ztialogic context for that extension as well as the
opportunity to see and become aware of the analytical reading,
writing, and thinking that she was doing.
. What' Mallory had not yet accomplished as a writer was a single;
whole, controlled piece of analytical discourse. And if I continue to
assume that Mallory's journal writing was :suggestive of her reading
abilities, then neither had she, as a reader, completely "thought
through" some aspects of her reading of Zen: Up to this time, after
seven weeks of reading and journal writing, virtually ail my responses
to Mallory, as to all my students, were attempts .tci show her what
she was doing. But not one of my students experienced a rice, neat,
linear progression of their reading or writing abilities. They were not
consistently writing carefully shaped, analytical pieces in later entries.
Theri are several reasons why this occurred; //one was that their writ-.
ing reflected how inviilved they were with thiir reading of Zen during
that particular week. .Because of this, I Jett it was important th'Att
Mallory and the others attempt to pull together what 'they 'had, beep
shown and now show me what they had learned. Moffett suggests that
the

control of behavior [in (his case, the expression of their reading
and writing abilities] becomes possible only as awareness of these
abstractions arises. in short, increased consciousness of abstracting
has as mite t. to do with developmental growth as has progression
tip the ab. action ladder. I believe that,growth along one dimen-
sion foss rs growth along the other.5

1 wanted,to see how aware they were, how conscious they'were of their
own abilities, antl if indeed they could focus those abilities upon the
RroduCtion of a complete reading and controlled expression of that
reading.

At the beginning (Tithe eighth week I gave a new invitation JO) my
suidents:
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'
Earlier this semester when I asked you to read Zen, I asked that
you have an experience. I hope that you have had several and that
those experiences have been both vital and personal. In this
invitation to write I want you to tell me, show me, one experience
in particular. . . . I hope, hOt you will use an idea that Pirsig
explores, or an experience that Pirsig has, or a scene that Pirsig
.offers to illustrate your own experience for me.

I was asking my students to demonstrate how n 1"response-ability,"
as Sherman..Pald calls it, they had gained itn t eiding of Zen
they fiati ii*earnet the text "openly, ready and tg to be changed
by it, to come to know it for what it is and res to 4t."6 Mallory

, began her final piete by telling me of her meeting with Zen, what she
had finally cifme to know of it, and how she'responded to it:

When I began reading Zen, I remember being kind of freaked-out
tliwas so much like John and Sylvia. I knew right away that I
wi-oinantic in Pirsig's view because I often feel "alienated
from the whole rationalized structure of civilized life, looking for
a solution outside that 'structure:but finding none that are really
satisfactory for long." I really enjoy thinking, but" I don't like
numbers and facts much:. . . I steer clear of chemistry and math

. they clutter my mind, but I get into art and literature because
they represent freedom and creativity to ine,as they did to John
and Sylvia,

Going on, she observed:

Retort. reading Zen I was aware of . . "left;brain" and "right-.
brain" people. . . , However I never realized that this split was ai
profound as Pirsig makes it. . . . its the artists vs. the scientists .

but as I apply it to my world its also the "believers" vs. the
"analyzers" , . the "easy-going" vs. the "regimented ".... There.
have been setferal- times now that I have been able to say . . . "Hey
this situation . . . can be defined in Pirsig's theory Of the
romantic lassie split." "the most recent event [like this) occurred
when I decided to take a personalitOest.

liersonal response to her meeting with Zen-was apparent in,
the picture she painted of herself, 'tiling the details of Zen as her paint.'
She, like John bind Sylvia, was a "romantic." (Notice how well Mallory
interpolated a quotation front the book into her sentenceno mean
accomplishment.) She went on to suggest what being a romantic meant .

her --a left-brained believer, an easy-going artist. Ilow muk.b she had
come to know Zen for what it is and ,responded to it is clear in her
atticulation of thigt romantic/classic split, itOwell as d/ extension
throligh appin anon of that split into her own world. She furtbey
extended her understanding as 'she continued:
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On a recent trip, one of the girls, Kemi, pttlled out a personality
test that she was supposed to betakin.[5..J.like these tests because I
learn about myself.. . . [But) even.Wth the first few 'questions, I
could see it dividing .people into those-with spontaneousirfeeling
personalilies or those with more exacting,:iactual onesthat is,
romantics and classics. By Pirsig's idea of thedivision betWeen
classics and. romantics, nearly all the questions had. only two
answers, implying that I was either one type or the otherWith no
middle ground. . . I was-aware of this Vunderlying form" of the
test that illustrated Pirsig.'s romantic /classic theory right.away.. . .

The understanding of "response-ability" that Paul- suggestt focuses
mainly on what readers bring to their comprehension of a text, yet in
Mallory's writing I saw evidence of another kind of response-ability
developed through reading and journal writingthe kind that en-
courages readers and writers to use;w10.1 they have learned to respond.
to -'the world around them. If Villory had not unflerstood what she
had read, if she had not been able to talk or write through that
understanding, she would naliave been able to extent" and include. in
that understanding the "underlyingfoim" of this personality test. Nbt
only was s I sure-that MallOry was. using the reading abilities
responsiveness, perception, analysis,that-I hoped she as reader would
develop, but she was using similar abilities as a writer 'and, maybe
most. significant, as :a...thinker engaged in understanding the world
around her.,

There is still, howei;er, a higher awareness for which all the read-
ing, writing, and thinking become a means, still another kind- of
response-ability. Paul, claims that in reading and journal writing,

not only does one, finally, discover a voice and a form congenial
to one's intimate way of thinking, one discovers in persistent '

themes (image, ideas, concerns) one's very self.?

Mallory seemed to dikoVer. this in her writing. She canClutled her'
paper:

In both. [Zen and the test) . however, an attempt is made to
bridge the gap between the two types. . . . The formulations of
the lest did offer a unifying solution. They go through a process
of e.xplaiiiing how certain traits of the two 'types allow each other
toicompliment the other...: Hence the, test formulators and
Pirsig come together on another important point. Pirsig also goes'
through a ion processhis search for quality. . . e'proPoset
that it is Auality.that binds the opposing types, classics and
romantics.... Hralso goes on to sal, that it takes some kin
syStem'of-valnes to determine quality... This is where Zen an
the test 'coincide. They both - recognise that i'n order for. the con;
picting types toile reconciled, they mitts( have. something in
common that they both appreciatevalues. . I believe [we] have"

.;.
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A tendency toward good things. We value goodnesi and seek it
wherever it is. With this as a value, we will have,to cross the line
between the two types in order to get the best of'both worlds. We
maw still be predominantly one type or the other, but we will
!hare the traits [so that we] have complete and balanced personal-
nies.

There can be little doubt that Mallory had discovered, in -her wri,Fing
abOut the persistent themes of Zen, if not her "very self," then at'least
chose particular values that for now support her undeistandint.of the
world. Mallory realized thtt both romantic and classic "types" are
searching for good in the world, and if in that search they share what
is good in themselvestheir qualitythey may indeed complement
One another: They may be able to help themselves and others "have
complete and .baliriced personalities." Asa person, I.was gratified to
hear another perion express such values; As a teacher of reading, I
was impressed with the demee to which Mallcio's reading of Zen had
affected her awareness of herself and the immediacy with 'Which she
had heard and responded to what Pirsig had to say.

Assessing the Success of the Course

Mallory's development of her n '...response-abilities" was typical of
. the-class. Still, this pedagcogy ailed some students. A few were never
able to rea4 or write for themselves. They were always trying to
perform, A itew dutifully reported in their entries only what was
h6pening in the book. Those same few persistently asked if they were
responding in the "right" ways or not. Interestingly, they would often.
.ask me this without having read.my comments in their journals. Arid
it was those same few who weuld, in class discussion, demand that. I
divulge what Zen vas really about:. tell the secret and the hidde9
meaning. *flaw were unwilling 'to accept, in spite of several con-
ferences, thlto be a response-able rektler, they had to be responsible
for working toward their owit understanding. If:those few students
had:risked responding with their own thoughti and feelings, as I had
asked in the opening invitatiii,- they would have stopped performing
and begun to discoves,. in &e. voice and in the expressive form
apparent in their journals, their own intimate way of thinking. They
would have been able to tell themselves the secret and the hiddep
meaning of Zen % .

More numerous were those students who were unable to think
about PirSig's Chautauquas and the concepts he presented there as
ably as Mallory 'had; Their journal entries -focused chiefly on the
narrative of the' book. One student in particular wrote a very

. Vf
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..11)neresting final paper analyzint4-Pir4iWs relationship with, his.son,
Chris, and how' that relationship WI ii..imilar to and different fr un her
own relationship with her father. Initially I was disappointe t

these students had not written more about the Chautauqaus. Then I'
realized that the ideas and relations of ideas that they did recognize
were just as complicated:and involved the same reading, writing, and
thinking abilities. as did the Chautauquas.

Rick Etians

Even given these problemi, the-stOelents forthe most part realized'
the goals I had set for them. Their r,Jading of-Zen had hardly .been a
routine of scanning and selecting the necessary infOrmation for a test.
Often during class discuisions they asked me about Piisigdid I know
him, had these things really happened, and where was he now. Several
students complaitrd that they had to read and theil reread everything.
When I questioned them about why they were rereading so. much
(since I had said nothing about rereading), they answered that they
really didn't mind; besides, they needed to if they were going to
understand a "thinker" like Pirsig..The clearest indication, however,"
of ttwir involvement with Zen was how much of themselves they
brought to their journal entries. Like Mallory when she used her
experience as a tennis. player in her 'struggle to distinguish- Pirsig's
idea of "good" and "quality," another student told of her experience
;is part of. the McDonald's restaurant chain to support Pirsig's notion.
of jr system. And another argyed with Pirsig, claiming that grades
were a necessary part of education. She tised as eviderke her own
experience as a student in both graded and ungraded courses.

Whether or riot my 'students developed the perceptive abilities that
college.level reading demands is something that, after all, is very .

difficult to determine in any quantitative way. Discrete skills can and
should be tested so that students with partictdar pryblems can be
identified and helped. However, teachers and students of reading often
inftise being,able to read, something that teats can discover, with
being an able reader, something that we still know very little about.
Mid therefore cannot test reliably.

In my approach to teaching reading, I assuned.that my students
were able to read, but that they needed help*. °ming able readers. I

-selected a particular kind of book and asked dr; t they respond to that.
book in a particular way. My Window, as it we e, into their develop-
ment was the reading journal. The resix) es, perceptions, and
analyses presented there allowed me to follow mud guide their devel-
opment as readers and writers. The filial pal asked students to
write was an invitation'to tell rue, to show me, hat they had learned
generally and specifically about reading and riling. Mallory's re.
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sponse again, I think, is typical of- most of the students. About what
she learned generally she said:

I see all these ideas of Pirsig's as being pretty fundamental
although as he says, its often,the most obvious ideas that we are
most blind to. I think they are ideas that I was gradually for-
initiating on 'my own, but I don't know that I would ever have
gotten them as- refined as they are now.. they have helped shape
my perspective and the nekideas l'encounter in thefuture will be
filtered through (hag 'perspective and I will determine where they
fit, or if they do fit, within my own special view of life.

She.thn commented on what she had !carried aboUt reading:

I now appreciate reading more.... I know now that I have to
involve myself in the reading, apply it to myself, for it to,be
helpful. Lots of times now while reading my pSychology I'll stop-

and ny to see how it is that I minx the theories they put forth. if.
I really interact the way they .say I do. , .. Before I thought of
texts as just coming from some computer or something, but now
I e an feel the authors in the book; and I look for times that some
type 01 personality shows through.

Finally, in tesponstr td what she had Learned as a writer, she wrote:

I think the biggest change of all is the way I see writing now. I
. ,enjoyed writing in high school . .. PI was very planned, almost

regimentedoutlines; a certain structure, punctuation, grammar,
vocabulary. I still believe in these a 161 . . . But now that I look
at itthis mustn't'be writing at allits learning to plug my ideas
into someone else's formula. This must be why I've gotten into
the journals so much. Its great to let lily mind go and write it all
down. . . I feel free to wine until I'm talked Out on a subjectI
doll t aye to follow a set outline, and you're right about writing
helpi someone to think through a subject. I think my

wriiii has improved too.,... At the very beginning when I wrote
those first impels (in the «mese), I can see that I was -writing
generalirations. . Then, as we got into Zen, I started using the 6
book as a springboard for my ideas. I gave my opinion, but was
.caleful to give evidence for it. . . . I know I've learned tons in this
e lass. It has really been an exprietwe for me. Unlike other classes
where I'm fed information, I feel like I actually grew in this class.

As a teacher, I actually grew in this clam too. I found my approach
to teaching re:bling very demanding. Mallory's journal was Opproxi-
manly sixty pages longthe range of journal lengths for the class
was 'from forty-five to treacly seVNty-five pages. The time I sPent
re' "rag was substantial. Yet I noticed that as dig semester progressed,

.. I the-. indents needed less and less direction frinn me7-brief responses
and suggestions were all they really neede or watheit After all, hrost
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of them. felt very good about 'prveriting what they had to say the way
they wanted to say it. With otter classes I often felt as If I were
"correcting," even though J have never given grades as responses to
particular invitations to write. In this class my ex rience changed
completely. I became involved in the students' jo nals in the same
way they were involved with Zen. The journ became for me a
significant learning experience, and tidy respo s were tlioselof a truly..
engaged and interested reader.

One course does not magically cre an ble reader, and I certainly
want to make no such claim for t ourse I ve just described, Yet, one
course can, .1 think, get students started 'n a direction that is,
potentially at least, more productive than othe . Beyondmy course, I
hope that my students were eventually able to cone nse the responding
processl which extehded over eight weeks in our class, and apply it in
their other c sses. I hope that they were able to develop the kind of
flexibilit ceded to read a novel or sociology experiment or biology
textbook and still continue.to bring themselves and their experiences
to their reading. I hope that as they developed as readers and writers,
they developed as thinkers too. And, finally, I hope that all of them
were able, as was Mallory, to take pride in their "own special view of
life."

Notes

I. Sherman Paul, 'Journals: The Dialogue between Text and Self,!' Iowa
English Bulletin 30 (Spring 1981): 6..1

2. Robert M. Pirsig, Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance: An
Inquiry into Values (New York: Bantam, 1974), 7.

3. James Brition, 'Pony Burgess, Nancy Martin, Alex McLeod, and Harold
Rosen, The Development of Writing Abilities (11-18) (London: Macmillan
Education, 1975), 29-30. J

4. James Moffett, reacting the Universe of Discourse (Boston: Houghton
Mifflin, 1068), 59.

5. Moffett, p. 24.
6. Paul, p. 6.
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4 Reading Literature Analytitally

an Cooper

College literature teachers usually think that the least t y can expect
their students to be able to do on the first day of class is ad. What we
often don't realize is just how different and how co nitively more
complicated the reading of literature is. To appreciate literature fully,
students must become closer readers than they've ever been beforeon
the one hand more minutely sensitive to the beatity of language
masterfully used, but at the same time more broadly conscious of the
cultural traditions and historical circumstances in which any work of
art dwells. The task is so complex that it 'makes many students feel
like they're li.arning to read all over .again, no matter what their
reading background are. We're not just .teaching them What there is
to know about a specific work or a particular author; wele also
teaching them a wa4 of looking at aft*, text, a process of thinking
about it. in the fullest sense of the term, we are reading teachers.

At some point most of us ask our students to write about what they
read, but the traditional role that student writing has played in college
literature classes ivernall. Most teachers assign a few limited, formal
papers or essay questions on exams and respond only through their
eviMuation of the finished wrItking. Perhaps we too need to learn more
about reading, about how to bring to ouNtutients' writing some of
the' patience and open-ended inquisitiveness wehabitually use when
we read our literary-texts. We need to examine our students' writing
periodically, since their writing can give us a more thorough under-
standingstanding of how well they are re ing... AN" .

I askedetudents in tWQ literal re,courses to write to me extensively
before, while, and after they' read assigned texts. because any liberal
arts sophoMore at the University of Iowa can choose 'literature courses
to fulfill general education requirements, I knew I might 'find quite a

range of reading abilities among my students. In our Writing Lab I
had known one student who, despite passing 'both freshman courses;.
still had read so little that he believed we were giving him anew book
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when we traded a paperback version of the novel he was reading for
the hardbohnd library copy he'd been using, For this young'man, a
text wa& simply amaterial object, something he couldn't imagine
being replicated in different sizes or typefaces. He was, of course, an
extreme case. Far eire common are the numerous students I've met
who-may know that a book can come in different covers but who have
so little awareness of literary forms that they call anything in print a
"story," beit poetry, essays, drama) or novel. This blurring of terms
indicates, I suspect, a serious lack of reading experience and may, be
the source of their confusion about such literary techniles as persona
or irony or even their unwitting plagiarism when they're asked to
write critical reports using secondary materials. 00 the other hand, I
have also seen students who read as much Shakespeare in high school
as most undergraduate English majors study in college, but who were
convinced by some well-intentioned Gradgrind that there is one and
only one "right way" to aillphteciate "great works of art.:' These stu--
dents are often expert plot suminarizers but are reluctant to think
beyond the safest literal meaning of a text. Any or all of these sorts of
readers can typically be found in the two courses I taught, an intro-

., ductory literature class in which students read poetry, drama, and
fiction, and an Arn4ican Lives course that covered American bio-

4 graphical and autobiographical works.

.11

The Reading Survey

To find out exactly what. combinations of these and other levels of
'reading .experience my students hod, I began each course wit a
reading survey. I tried to make the survey a natural continuation of
introductions on the first day of lass. After checking the roll and
inviting everyone to tell the gr( up a little about themselves, I told the
class that I wished I could tal to each of thhn individually' about
their reading backgrounds so th t I could use what. they already knew
or did not.know about literature n ivy plans for the course. But since
there wasn't time to hold so many conferences before I drew up a
schkdule, I wanted them instead to, spend a half hour or so of that first
class 'meeting telling me on paper about their previous experience' with
books. I listed some questions on the board to get students thinking
about literature:

What previous experience with literature have you had? Did you
stiuly.it,in high school? What novels or plays or poetry orshort
stories did you read then, if any?

.);,
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Have you ever,read anything that made a great impression on
.you?.,11 so, what was it? Why do you think it appealed. to you so?
What do you think "literature" is? What, if anything, do you
think makes it different from other kinds of writing?

41

I tried to emphasize in this request that I wanted to read what the.
students had to say, that I needed this information in planning the
reading 'selections. I also tried' to mice clear that I was not going to
read this writing.with a red pen poised to circle every mechanical
error, In the short tithe Illy had to'write, it would be difficult for
almost anyone to write perfectly correct, prose. Instead, what mattered
to me was how much they could tell me about their backgrounds, the

) p titles and names oisuths they could remember, and the attitudes
toward reading they could recall.

By emphasizing my interest in what the students had to say,.I was
trying to encourage them to think of me as an audience with whom
they had a common interest, not as an adversary who was only looking
for. mistakes. As a writing teacher, I knew that students usually write
better, using more detail 'and less stilted language and making fewer
mechanical errors, when they are saying something important to a
person who is genuinely interested in what they have to say. They do
their worst writing for a reader they think of as merely an examiner,
someone who already 'knows. the answers and reads onlY to correct.
From the start, I-wanted my students to know that I would take what
they said seriously. By doing so, I hoped to give them a chance to
write as weltas they possibly could and to begin, the honest dialogue
with ineabout their reading that would continue in all the other
writing they would do in the course.

Sonip teachers would call this first-day request a "diagnostic"
Writing. It's true that when I spotted someone who could not write
more than, three or four lines in liA an hour or whose writing had
many, comiistent errors, I wanted to see more of their writing quickly
to decide if they needed extra help in the Writing Lab. But "diagnos-
ing" thegt. problems was not the primary reason for the survey. Its
main purpose was indeed to "survey" my classesto get the "lay of ,..,

the _land" *Id learn my students' past eoxperience with literatureso -'
that I could make better plans for the two courses.

I was so tin\xious for this information that I found myself Stealing'
minutes awi 'from my other work to glance through these surveys
right after I' :ollected them. As I read, suddenly the vague mass of
fiices became stu4ded with individual personalitiesthe student who
vividly recalled 141lowiig Jean Valjean through the sewers of Paris,
the student who wis once declared dyslexic, the several who had hated
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the poetry they had to read in high school but who also confessed to
scribbling verses from. time to time themselves. After Scanning the

. stack, I went back and considered the surveys more slowly, pausing to
write comments, almost always questions, in the margins. "What was
it about that book that 'grabbed' you?'.'. "What were you reading in
tenth grade that made you realize that 'a book, could be as much fiin

_as a basketball'," At the end of each person's survey I wrote a brief
closing comment, thanking each writer for what they'd. told me.
wanted to show them from the beginning that I really read what they
wrote so they'd be more willing to "talk" to me when they began.
writing their reading journals.

* The Reading Journals

After reading the surveys, I. made it/pin syllabus to Nnf10110 on the
second day of class. I had already chosen the entries on the reading list
so that books could be ordered beforehand, but I was able to make
last-minute adjustments in the scheduling of topics and in the order-
ing of our class discussions op the basis of what studefus wrote in the
surveys. I spent most of the second Class period explaining the schedule
and how students were to write ,about each reading assignment in
their reading journals. These jcitulnals proi,ided a "means fol. each
student to discuss her or his reading with me individually. Like the

. surveys, these were not intended to be polished, products but, rather,
exploratory writing in which they told Me .what questions they had,
what they liked or disliked, or What had stood out for them in what
they had read. 11 they ran across unfamiliar iords or 'references, the

nirnal was the place to ask 'm# about such things. If they thought of
questions they'd like their cl ssmates to discuss, they could make
suggestions in the journal. If t e reading was so difficult for t em to
understand that just figuring ut what happened was a maj r task,
then they could tell me in th journal what they'd deciphe and ...I

why it had been so difficult. ut I made it clear that these j urnals
were meant to be more than Mere plot summaries, As a Writing Lab
teacher, I'd seen students dash, off a single empty paragraph for other:
teachers' journal assignments, and 1 ivanted.my students to understand
that I expected more of,them. I would plan di' tusions around what
they wrote to me in their journals, so,),Oey nee &d to tell me as much
as they,could. In order to havea little time to look over their journals
and make plans, I asked students to turn in these writings at least a . 1

day before the class discussed the reading, and I taped an envelope on
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my office door for' this purpose. I told them I might read portions of
someone's journal as a way of starting discussion and asked them to
inform me if they had_written something they wished to keep private.

Tie first reading journal entries handed in by both classes were
much the sametoo short and general.' I had to comment on them '

carefully and turn them back for revision. Some of the introductory
literature students' reactions to their first assigned poem provide a
good sample of their early journal-writing problems. I hid asked, them
to read Marianne Mooaae's 'Poetry" because it recognizes the resistance
that many people feel toward poetry, a resistance that we almost
always find in introductory literature courses. Sherri's response to the
poem was typical:

As a rule I hate poetry; but after reading this poem a second time
I have to admit I agree with what is being said. I especially like
the expression: "the same thing can be said for all of us, that we
do not admire what we cannot understand." This is true for me.

'This was Sherri's entire response to the poemonly three sentences.
But in those sentences she had expressed a definite opinion and singled
out the line that evoked it, the beginning of analysis. To challenge
her to explain the significance of the line that caught her .attention, I
wrote right after her response the question "How exactly is this true
for you7what's another 'example of a time you haven't admired
something because you didn't understand it?" Knother student, Janet,
had a similar reaction to the poem:

I especially liked this poem because I myself do not really like
poetry. I think it is kind of useless. This poem was very under-
standable, though, unlike some of the other pieces,I have read.

The one part of the poem that I really liked was when it said
"the same thing can be said for all of us, that we do not admire

- what we can't understand." I think that really has meaning. I
think that ,is true because people do not admire things they don't
understand because tdey don't kdow what to adinireabout it.

I thought the whole poem had real underlying meaning even
though it may not be apparent until .you read it several times.

Janet had written a longer entry than Sherri but still hardly said much,
so I tried to encOurage her to explore the implications of her statement
by recalling a personal experience. "What's an example of this that
you've seen in 'real life'?" I asked ih the margin of herpaper, hoping
that when she compared Moore's abstract statement to a particular
event she'd have more to say. The response of a third student, Rusty,
demonstrated a different sort of probletni; also typical. All he had to
say about his reading was
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I think it is about Poetry, why else name it "Poetry".
I can't figtfre it out, but what I know about piretry'you can fill a
thimble.

The length of his response indicated to me that be,,,probably wasn't
trying very hard to understand what he'd,read, but his final derogatory
remark about himself also gave me a hint as to why he gave up so

-easily. Ile was telling me that he didn't think hitnself capable of
reading "Poetry" and that he wasn't ready even to try. I tried to let
him know I was there to:help him start.by asking simply, "What
exactly do you not understand in the poem? Where do you first start
getting loit and why?".

When I handed back the first 'journals the next day,: I told the
students in each class that I knew this was unfamiliar writing for
most of them, that they were probably used to teachers who only
wanted finished papers that were very f6cusettand correct. Instead, I
was asking them to let me in on their reading process much earlier,
.when they were thinking, I hoped, about many ,ideas, some of which
they 'Alight later decide were wrong. But just because my request was
less .formal than most teachers' didtit mean that I wanted them to
take it casually. They could tell me,anything in their journals as long
as they thoroughly showed me where. they got, their ideas. In what
words of the poem, lines of the play, or pages of the, novel did dry
find the ideas they were thinking about? What had they seen of the
world that ortade them.notice those things? The more carefully they
could trace what they had gotten out of their reading, The better they
c(plid show me what we needed to talk about in class. But just telling
them what todo didn't immediately produce the entries I wanted. We
had to gi) through the process of questioning and response several
times. before the majority of the class understood what I wanted.

Most of my comments on these first journal entries were very
specific questions placed in the margins to.show my students exactly
where they could tell me more. Sometimes my questions asked them
to' tell me more about themselves, or were designed tnencourage them
to make comparisons between what they already knew and what they
hAd read so that th9 could judge the reading more critically. "Why
.do \you find Bradstreet's expression of sorrow over death so realistic?"
I asked one young man and promptly received an account of how he
felt when a close friend died-of cancer. It was not hard for him to turn
that early narrative into an expanded analysis of Bradstreet's religious
questioning later in the course. Other times my comments asked for
more documentation. "What. lines or words in the poem confused
you?" I might ask when someone pleaded tout) ignorance. Or if they
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tossed off an airy generalization, I might write something like "What
did the grandmother in 'A Good Man Is Hard to-Find' do that made
you think she was l4pocritical in the end?" Sometimes asked [or the
why of a situation, as in "Why does the last line of Hughes's poem
sound so different to you? Does it make you go back and read the rest
of the poem any differently?" On the first journal writings I usually
wrote at keast three or four substatnial questions in the margins to
show students several places where they could tell me more. Once the
students had a clearer idea of just hilly specific they could be without
"boring" me, they needed fewer. comments. As the course progresSed, I
usually wrote only one or two questions that suggested a new way of
looking at something they'd written about, such as, "Do you see any
similarities in thr way Franklin talks about keeping account of his
moral life and hi business transactions?"

In-Class. Writing

OccasiNally, the journal en ries would tell me that almost everyone
in the class was having trodiffe reading a book. At such times I found
in-cliiss writing useful. Thoreau's Walden is a good example. Most of
the students in my American Lives class dutifully tried to wade
through its early chapters, noting in their journals each word they
didn't understand or each reference that baffled them, until most of
them bogged down in disgust for this "selfish hermit." To help them
reach a better understanding of 'Thoreau, I began class by handing
out a paper listing the following questions:

Do you have a Walden?
Think of a place in naturr that you like.to go to,

a place you've been to many times,
.. in different seasons,

..at different times 6f the day.
Describe it for us, let us see the place as you do.

Do you visit it alone or are you always. with someone? isa
What exactly do you look atlook foreach time?
Why do you .keep returning?
How has it Changed in your eyes over the years?

What, if anything, has this place taught you over time?

I asked students to think ab ut these Ouestitons for a while and then to
write about than in class or half an hatir, or so. Because the class
period was seventy-five minutes long, we hai time to read a few of the
responses aloud. As the students read their -writings and questioned
each other, I gradually began asking them to compare the places they'd
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described to what Thoreau said about Walden Pond. By the time I got
the second batch of journal writings on Walden, most of the students
were beginning to appreciate Thoreau's ideas more. In fact, a few of
thtkse in-class writings were such well-conceived ttarts that I en-
couraged the writers to dkvelop their Comparisons in more- finished
papers.

More-Finished Papers

It seemed to me that exploratory writing took my students only half
as far into critical reading as I had hoped. Expreissive writing like a
journal entry or.answering a question in class 'h+s a reader develop
the habit of reflection, of pausing to consider different 'pints of view,
of .connecting what an author has said to what the leader already
knows of the world. But a reader can learn even more, once that
groundwork is laid, by going.back over # text to focus on a single idea
and to document it thoroughly, presenting it in a form and tone that
is pleasing for another readeeto follow. The deinandsof syntax itself
force a student wtiting about reading to see new juxtapositions of
detail. When we craft sentences that will say what we mean with a
minimum of ambiguit4 and when we start rereading our sentences
through the eyes of others, we see new combinations, more profound
hierarchies of thought working in a text.

When I asked for the more-finished papersI was not asking for
"writing with a thesis," the old I-jump-through-the-hoop-you-pat-
me-on-the-head five-paragraph theme, the keyhole essay, the explica-
tion de texte. I called these papers "more-finished" ratite,. than
"finished" because I've found that not even good writing Is ever as
completely finished as the .prefab formulas lead students to believe.
There is always more to say and a better way to say it. The main goal
,should be gaining a more refined understanding of what one is talking
about, 'rather than plugging information into a superficially neat

'pattern of canned ideas.
In the more-finished papers I wanted to give my Atudents the chance

\to develop ideas that had already come up in the other writing they'd
dune for me. I wanted them to take one idea as far as it would go, not
trite or inflate something to fit a predetermined mold. My only
stru `rural demands were that the more-finished papers be focused, well
docu ented, and as stylistically refined as possible. These writings
could valve into whatever shape their writer found appropriate, as
long as was allowed to participate in the process from the beginning.
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L handed out the following description of typical stages for a more-
finished paper to provide guidelines for the process I wanted, my

o

students to follow:-

Stages for More-Finished Papers
I. Look through your reading journal and find the idea. most

worth pursuing. Discuss it with me.
2. Write about the idea, telling me all the thoughts, questions,

and Possible support you've found for it in your reading. Maker'
this a continuous piece of writing (not just a page of notes or a
list of points), and skip every other line to leave the room to
make comments. Turn in this draft and I'll return it to s u
probably with questions that will lead you to r mor
material and develop the. idea further.

3. Shape the idea by working out the most effectiv
of points. Outlining may be helpful now. Skip
in this draft too; then,Lurn it in to me so
stylistic suggestions.

4. Shape the language by cutting out empty phrases and pseud
academic terms, substituting specific and concrete words for
I4ss informarive ones. Mead the draft aloud to yourself to see if
you are writing in a ruaural "voice." This draft should also be
written on every other line when it is turned in to me, so that I
can mark it for copyreading errors.

5. Make it final draft by recopying in ink or by typing; this time
you may single-space. Reread your paper several time to make
sure the,"mechanics" (spelling, punctuation) are as correct as
you can make them.

In the introductory literature class I asked my students to write at least
three more-finished papers, one about each of the kinds of riting we
studied (poetry, drain, and fiction), and in the AMerican Lives class 1
asked for two papers. I found that students had to write at least two of
these papers to benefit adequately, from the process of shaping that I
was asking them to go through.

The papers -that resulted from this refining, process were the
culmination of one development in the coursethe students' increas-
ingly ;inalytical reading. The reading.surveyVind early readingjour-

. mils had suggested to me that most of my students were superficial
readers. They read the words on the page, kept track of plots, noticed
outstanding/detail in character,or setting, but did not, read closely
enough to examine subtleties of motivation or structure or diction. As.
they wrote more about what they read; they began to realize that there
was more to write about. When I.challenged them to be more detailed
and speculative, they had to pay more attention to what they read.
The focusing and documenting requirements of the more- finished

arrangement
ery other line

at I can make
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papers extended this analytical ..process, making stu4knts look even
more closely at a text. But analysisthe careful examination of parts,
the zeroing-in on a particular angle of a subjectis only one half of
critical thinking. To appreciate fully what 'one is reading, one must
also be able to synthesize. I tried to encourage this process of thinking
in another kind of wiling: generalizing papers.

'Generalizing Papers

These writings can at the end of a rge amount 'of other work, when
we had either finished a4unit of s star readings or come to The end of
(he semester. They too were a culmination of previous writings. As the
tam progressed, many students naturally began 'comparing what
They'd read, talking about common themes or devices they'd seen in
several work's. And so it seemed appropriate to stop and ask them to
attempt to answer the larger questions of literary study, questions that
have no:clear-cut -answers.even for the.experts, but that nevertheless
give a leader a deeper appreciation of what an author haS acconf'
plished:

For example, at the end of the introductory literature class I decided
that a discussion of each of the genres we had studied.might be useful,
I began by making the following in-class writing assignment:

What Is Fiction?

To get us started discussing this topic at our next class meeting,
I'd like you to begin by writing about it in class today:You have
the whole hour, but I don't expect you to compose a completely
finished, definitive answer. Instead, I'd like to read your accumu-
lated thoughts now that you've had almost a semester of studyipg
fiction off and on.

l',onsider these questions and answer all or any combination of
them as thoroughly as you..can, using specific examples from the
short stories and novels we've read:

What is a short story? What is'a novel?
What can Ix' done in a short story that cati,It be done in a novel?
What can he One in aliovel that can't Ix. done in a short story?_
Which do yotkenjoy reading more? Why?
What is fiction? What can be done in fiction that can't be done
in a play or a poeni?

Of all the fiction we've read., whit h did you enjoy the most?
Why?

Warning: It's betty) to answer one of the above questions thor-
(highly than to simply dismiss each' of them (Nie at a
time with a vague setnence or two. 4
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We carrted'on uul,.tonsideration Of this and similar writings about
poetry and drama ;by discussing them in class, but we.might as easily-
havc continued diem in more- finished Vipers. We arrived at no .arar
sweeping theoietical 'consensus,. but -this comparative approach to
dist ussing form encouraged ;the students to look at the structural
elements. of their readingln a broader perspective. Tlw American LiveS
class- had an even More obvious opportunity for syntheSiti because the
question "What is an American life?" had been recurrng in Class
discussion all semestex. After students read about the American
experience of different generations and ethnic background& such a
question gave them kchance to tie togethei4 all they'd read with all
thvy'd observed of America in. their own lives, As a result of that ,
writing, an especially revealing discussion erupted in the last class
meeting when an Irani it exile finally-asked the question he'd 'been
wanting to put to Ins c assmates all .semester: "flow long will it take
you. to, accept us. as art of this country ?." Because they had :rd
Frederick Douglass and Black Elk, Thoreau and Maxine Rang
Kingston, the other .members of the -.class were better prepared to.
explain to him the treatment any outsider receives in our Cultnite..
Despite the many kinds of limply -ceimprising American society, they
told him, we've always mistrusted someone' with was noticeably dif-
knit, from themajority. Ar the class asked their Iranian friend about
similar acts of 'discrimination in Iran, the whole group came to the
«inclusion that, a mistrust, of diversity was a human, not only an
American, ( haracteristic.

The Teachir's Role

Asking. for these live kinds of writingreading surveys, reading,
join oals, tit-class writing, .more-finished papers,\ and generalizing
writingTU(4ns asking for a lot of work. Much' Alit had to he

..:

«ninuentidiat and returned immediately, so as not to delay a student's
ptogress.On a paper. It was rarely as orderly as it may sound, but it .

wasn't ..is tlifficuli as sonic may fea.r. Much of my response to the
reading surveys and in-class writings occurred ii.my oral remarks to
the cps& rather` t-t, an in waiting on the -papers. Often a' number of
snathus would II .tnion in their jonrnals the same questions or
«Mlusions about a reading assignment, Huts giving me die basis lot
( I-ss discussion and making it unnecessary to write individual answers
o t eat h journal enmy. Sometimes I arranged for my students to read
theil'ini lass whitings Or journals to each other in small groups, where
Then clas'Smates wsponded with suggestions and (limn nitive criticism,

1
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This was also a helpful. activity when the students were ,in the early
stages of the more-finished papers. By the time they reached the later
stages of those writings, I knew their papers so well and was reading
for, such selective purposes that these papers were not as hard to
respond to as the finished 'paper's many teachers receive from their
students at the end of the semester.

.34

The journals were, however; the most time-consuming task for both
my students and.me. In each clasi I had to cancel journal entries a
week before a more-finished papervas due. The rest of the time I
think we all depended heavilt Alf the journals to help us gather our
thoukhts about a reading qssignment,before class, even though all of
us complained about them from time to time. I found commenting on
the journals most strenuous early in the semester, when I wanted to
establish myself as the right kind.of audience and when the students
Were struggling to understand what I expected.of them. As they wrote
more, howeVer,. many of them began to anticipate my comments.
Talking more to themselves than to me, they were answering their
owrt questions, challenging their own assumptions, and catching their
own misunderstandings. This made my commenting easier, but, more
important, these students were beginning to develop for themselves
the habit of reflection, which was the main goal of the journals.

I have noticed .that these are two, operating principles that make
commenting on any kind of student writing more effective And less
time consuming. They are, simply, to be honest and to ask questions.
When a teacher gets to know her or his student as well .as such
freihient writing allows, it is, sometimes tempting to forget that the
only authentically suppOrtive remark is a true one. Students can sense
false praise, and even if they choose to believe the deception, they are
hurl more by a falsely positive statement than by no commenilitoll.
In the long run, an AOurate sense of their abilities serves them better
than the temporary ego building of "strokes." Being honest, though,
need not mean. being tactless. Marginal spasms of sarcasm may
reassure a teacher of her jahis On intelligence, bait rarely teaches a
student much.' If a studW says something that genuinely impresses
me, I underline it, and.briefly,d'y to explain why I was struck by it. I.
usually ignore rediindancies'and overly general remarks in the journals
and in-class writings, or I challenge them with questioni. Some writers
get .themselves going by stating the obvious or using filler material to
'keep their pens moving while they're writing their way to their text
thought. When students' writing includes flashes of insight, I com-
ment on thehoughtful ideas and pass over the rest.

4
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But when vague generalities or repetitions of obvious facts,seem to
be all a student can.saY,1-try, to stimulate the student-to thrilic more
deeply by asking questions. Nothing does as much good as a well-
plaCed, skecificalfy worded question. Questions are one of the best
ways to convihce shidents that their teacher-reader is an interested
audience rather than a bored examiner. Questions have an alinost
magical generative power. They can pull things out of us that we
Never knew we had. If, foi example, I write only ''support needed" on
a student's paper, not only am I. failing to give this student qrty idea
of what I expect as support, but I am also failing to,give him or her
any sense that I'd genuinely like to know exactly what in the reading
led to the statement thatneeds backing up.'lf, however, I pick up a
student's own wording and write, "What exactly does Franklin sty
that makes you suspect his altruism was 'just so he would look etter
to society and thus get farther and farther ahead'?" I can indicate
exactly what kind of support is: called for, and also let the student
know I am reading and thinking about his or her ideas carefully and
am willing to read More. Or, in a similar way, if a student supports
an assertion with a quotation but does not sufficiently tie it to the
argument, I would be more inclined to ask, "Which of the worth that
Othello uses in thiscquote give you the feeling he's losing the ability
to think calmly?" rather than make the dead -end remark, "Explain
quotation more," because it would point out exactly what I, the
attentive reader, needed to know to be convinced completely.

Questions are invitations, not judgments. If rthey're worded
properly, they suggest a new way of thinking' about something but
alloW the possibility of other equally interesting perspectives. Like a
good invitation, they try to attract a volundry commitment: they do
not ordtkr. But, just as when a person receives too many invitations,
too many questions can pull a writer in too many directions. Covering
a paper with comments of any kind usually confuses a student. I've
found that sometimes I have to read a student's writing several times
to decide which points Might be most effective at encouraging re-
thinking.'fhen I try to ask the writer only two or- I titre of the most
important questions, usually questions. that lead the student to the
most analytical paths.

The time and the energy it takes'to find such questions are, it seems
to me, well spent. Through this manlier of "talking" with each
individual, I felt I learned much more about how well every student
was understanding the reading. I didn't need to spend tin* On
activities like reading quizzes, which might assure me students had
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read the Material but which would tell me little more. I didn't waste
energy trying to devise 'topics" for papers that might or might not
turn out to be fruitful questions for a'majority of the class to answer.
Through my iomments on their reading journals and the drafts of
their morefinished papers, I was able to focus their attention on
"critical matters,places, where they might indeed.engage in literary
criticism but alr the places where they were. identifying concerns in
the reading most critical to them personally.

When students read critically, they internalize the experiences of
the author or tItecharacters th 'y read about, extending their cognitive
framework to absorb their boot 's view of theliorld. When students
write, they externalise their experience to fit theifinneworks of others.
Both processes require similar abilities ; similar analysis and synthesis,
comparing and contrasting, connecting and reevaluating, the sante

, weighing and jydging of ideas. The more students use reading and
writing together, the more they will learn from-both activities.
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For a inner view of the range oforeading research and theory, we
recommend Linguistics, Psycho linguistics, and the Teaching of
Reading: An Annotated Bibliography, compiled by Yetta M. Good-

, man and Kenneth S. Goodman (Newark, Oel.: International Reading
Association, 1971) as an especially sage guide to shorter articles in the
field of reading published before 1971. For teachers interested in
further exploring the philosophical and pechological theory behind
our particular aproadi, we suggest the following:

Britton, James. Language and Learning. Harmondsworth, Eng.:
Penguin Books, 1970:

By tracing the cognitive development evident in the ways
children acquire and use language, Britton fully discusses the
theory that language is 'a means of organizing a representation
of the world. Chapters '1 and 5 directly _address practical
applications of this theory in primary and secondary school
classes,and.also strongly suggest its implications for language
teachers at other levels. This hook is particularly useful wh
read in conjunction with Britton's The. Development of Writ g
Abilities-(11;-18).

Britton, :fames, Tony Burgess, Nancy Martin, Alex McLeod, and
Ilarold Rosen. The 1)eVt5lopment of Writing Abilities (11-18).
Lomilin: Macmillan Educatiim, 1975.

A text of central 'importance for teachers of writing and reading,
this study describes the stages of writing development that
Britton and his colleagues saw emerging in the 2,122 student
texts they collected from teachers all over England. In seeking
ways of classifying that took into account the nature of the tasks
represented and the demands they made on the writers, dui
researchers discovered that traditional categorieS (narrative, de-
scription, exposition, and argument) were inadequate to provide
a full conceptual framework for the writing process. *The
explanation ()Utile "function41 categoVies" that resulted from This

5,9
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study:expressive, transa tional, poetichas come to form the
basis for understandin writing as a process and for under-
standing how the writ s sense of audience affects the success of
a piece of writing.

Bruner, Jerome S. Toward a heory of Instruction. New York: W. W.
Norton, 1968.

In language that is more direct and systematic than his equally
)iirothartglit-provoking TOn Knowing: Essays for the Left Hand,

describes a dynamic model of intellectual growth,
discussing particularly welirhow language learning assists in that
developnient. Teachers of any subject should find his discussion
of the features of a sound: theory of 4nstruction thorough and
useful.

Clark, Eve H., and Herbert H. Clark.. Psychology and Language: An
Introduction to Psycholinguistics. New York: Harcourt Brace
JovanoVich, 1977. . r. .

Taking as their central 4ssumption the idealkhat language is
primarily communicative,- Clark and Clark present both theory
and research illustrating the most 'widely accepted psycholin-
guistic understandings of language comprehension (listening),
language production (speech), language acquisition, and the
relation of meaning in language to human thought. Teachers of
reading will find this book useful for the 'detailed picture it gives
of all the psycholinguistic processes naturally developing in
students as they learn to read;

Fulwiler, Toby, and Art Young, eds. Language Connections: Writing
and Reading across the Curriculum. Urbana, Ill.:. National
Council of Tetchers.of English, 1982.

4
The essays in this collection seek to explain the relationship
between writing ,and real learning (as opposed to rote learning),
but the three essays on reading especially stress the importance
of the experience and expectations' that readers bring to4a text.
Ann Falke's "What Eveiy Educator Should. Know about Reading
Research" is useful to teachers looking for background'informa-
lion on reading research, and both Falke's essay and Elizabeth
Flynn's "Reconciling Readers and Texts" are noteworthy because
they are .based on the psycholinguistic model kat reading devel-
oped by Frank smith and Kenneth Goodman.
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Gibson, Eleanor 4 and liarry Levin. The Psychology of Reading.
Cambridge, Miiss.: MIT Press, 1975.

55

Gitson and Levin's approach to arderstanding reading is inter-
active, suggesting that neither "top-down" models (such as those
of Goodman or Smith) nor "bottom-up" models (as in Ruben-
stein or Gough) accurately describe reading processes. Instead; in
the view of these authors, reading is an "adaptive process," the
active and flexible response of a reader to both the demands of a
text and his or her own purposes. Gibson and Levin's survey of
reading research is. extensive, although they certainly-have an
information-processing emphasis.

Guthrie, John T. Comprehension and Teaching: Research Review*
Newark, Del.: International Reading AssoCiation, 1981.

a
Each essay irt this collection explains a. current point of view of
an important issue in reading research. The first six essays
present contribution& that psychological and sociological thedr-
ists have made to the understanding of reading processes, while
the second six discuss what educational researchers have found
out about instructional practice. Guthrie clearly identifies major
concerns in these two areas and, perhaps unwittingly, does an
equally good job of suggesting the communication gap that
exists between the two areas of research and the major concerns
within each area.

Kelly, Lou. "One-on-One, Iowa City Style: Fifty Years of Individual-
ized Writing Instruction," Writing Center Journal I (Fall-Winter
I980)! 4-9.

This -article presents a brief history of the University of Iowa
Writing Lab and a .full description of how writing is taught
there, explaining howand whyinstruction in the Writing
Lab evolved from the "attitude sentence outlirte" to its present
form on the student text as the centgr of a learner-teacher
dialogue. Because writing about difficult reading is a major
coniponent of the UI' Writing Lab instruction', this article has
important iMplitations for ,teachers who wantitp try an Jndivid-

. ualized approach to teaching reading as well
a

Kelly, Lou. "Writing as Learning for Basic Writing Teachers acid
'Their Students." Basic Writing' Journal 3, no. 4 (Spring-Summer

1984): 30-;54.

t
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Drawitt.g on leatning and psycholinguistic theory, Kelly explains
the assumptions behind the training of basic writing teacheis
and the teaching of writing at the University of Iowa Writing
Lab. She illustratesohe.niove from expressive writing to academic
discourse that Underlies. instruction of both basic writing students
struggling with their first college texts and upper-level or
graduate students who nifty be too well trained in academic or
pseudoacatlerrtic prose to engage in the exploratory, generative
writing that helps them learn.to read critically.

Latiov, William. The Study of Nonstandard English. Urbana, Ill.:
National Council of Teachers of English, 1975.

In language accessible to the nonspecialist, Labov briefly presents
some sociolinguistic principles that help define the relationships
between nonstandard and standard English. He speaks sped
fluidly of "reading failure" and discusses what reading teachers
can learn about nonstandard usage that will help diem:Work
more effectivelyith their students.

Martin, Nancy, Pat D'Arcy, Bryan Newton, and Robert Paiker. Writ -
'Mg and Learning across the Curriculum 11-16. Montclair, N.J.
Boynton/Cook, 1976.

This study examines the practical implications of. theory intro-
Auced in Britton's The Development of Writing Abilities (11-18)
and looks at the role language plays in learning in all parts 'of
the- curriculum. It is written specifically for elementary school
teachers but has far-reaching implications for reading and writ-
ing instruction at any level. It discusses Oays that can be used to
help any student see school' reading and writing as .valid,

'' engaging activities by using student writing as "readinotexts"
and by choosing other texts that are related to students' own
experiences,

Moffett, James. Teaching the Universe of Discilurse. Boston: Hough-
ton Mifflin, 1968.

In this seminal work, 'Moffett describes the pedagogical theory of
disCourse that'lliiierlies his "naturalistic" language curriculum,
a curgculum based on the notion that students become proficient
in writing film by analyzing it but by using it in.-as many "real"

!rhetorical situations as posiible. Moffett sets up his "spIctrum of
discourse" not in traditional modes (narrative, descriptioh, per-

.. suasion) but according to .a hierarchy ;1' levels of abstraction,
beginning with interior and socialized speech (dialogue, drama)'
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and then moving to reporting (narrative), generalizing about'
what has happened (essay), and ttrorizing andarguing about
what mightitappen, Such a theory of discourse has implications
for teaching reading as well as writing: it influences the choice
and progression of texts to be read and suggests the sort of
written or oral responset that are most realistic for teachers to
expect from studentW at different times in a course._

Piaget, Jean. Six Psychological Studies. 1'rarrslated by Anita Tenzer;
translation.edited by David Elkin. New York: Vintage Books,
1968..

Theasix essays in this volume provide an introductory summary
of I'iaget's theoriesiof the mental grawth of children and the
relationship between human ,biological processes and the.h-
quisition of knowledge in general. Although not intended; cu
prescription for pedagogy, this work does suggest, in its frequent
contrasting of child and adult thought, exactly what the goal of
an individual's education should be.

Polanyi, Michael. Knowing and Being: Essays by Michael Polanyi.
Edittql by MajorieGrene. Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1969.

Polanyi discusses his thedry of. knowledge, drawing op his back-
ground as a physical chemist to demonstrate the element of
personal judgment that is as crucial to knowing in the sciences
as .it is in the humanities. Of pticular interest to. teachers of
reading are the essays in Part Three, in which Polanyi most
clearly explains how "tacit knowing" contributes to development
of any complex skill.

Smith, Frank, Reading. Cambridge: (:ambridge University Press, 1978. e
(Reprinted under the title Reading without Nonsense by Teach-
ers College Press, 1979.) /

Smith's approach to understanding reading has a "top-down"
emphasis suggesting that the nonvisual information supplied by
readers is more important than the visual information supplied
by texts. According to Smith, children. learn to readand-6en.
tually become fluent readers simply by reading; and he argues
thaLthey will only wad if reading, like any formt.of learning,
makes sense to them or answers their questions. This funda-
mental understanding of how good reading abilities are devel-
oped should not 6e confined to elementary teachers; reading
teachers at any level will find it apyjks to their students,
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Smith, Frank. Understanding Reading: A Psycho linguistic.Analysis
of Reading and learning to Read. 3d -ed. New York: [Loh,
Rinehart and Winstim; 1982.

This book iso carefully presented introit lion to research in a
variety of diSkiplinespsycholinguistics, communication and
learning theory:the Physiology of the eye and brain interaction--;
all of which inform Smith's speculative model of_ the "'fluent
reading" dOne by a skilled reader. Smith's.theoretical analysis of
the reading process is both accessible to new students of reading
and stimulatinglor the specialist.
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